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ABSTRACT.
ban increasingly invents hisown destiny. Among the

areas currently .needing urgent and sustained attention are the
followinu_pcpulation, world food supply, energy, materials, climate
andrthe environment. The fact that the probrems are global in scope
indicates their pervasive "and fundamental character as well as the
difficulty confronting them. The first chapter reiriews the more
familiar challenges and discusses general aspects 'of the newer ones.
The second chapter examines 'several problems encompaSsedin the
broader' challenge of manIs increasing..power. The nature and scope of
each problem is discussed, and the past and potential role -Of science
and technology in alleviating the problem is noted. The third chapter
explores the adequacy of Sciences and technology for helping to
respond to such problems- Cancer and energy are taken as illustrative
tests cf the present capabilities of science.and technology. The .
fourth chapter presents sconclusions drawn froM these'Assessments, The.

.

final chapter recommends actions and policies aimed° at streb§thening
the scientific and technologcal response to _present and future
challenges: (Author/RH)
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December 1, 1974

.My Dear Mr. President.:

- I have the honor of transmitting to you, and through you to the
Congres, the Sixth Annual Report of the National Rience ,Board.
The ,vport is subniitted in accordance with Section 4(g) of the
NatiOnal Science Foundation Act as amended by Public Law 90-407.

In this report, Science and the Challenges Ahead, the Boarcl,examines
some of the major problems facing the Nation and the world: popula-
tion growth, heakh care, fOod supply, energy demand, mineral
resources, climate changes, and environmental alteration. The report
identifies aspects of these problems which could be alleviated by
science and technology and assesses the adequacy of present scien-
tific knoWledie for providing such help. ,

,The primary contributions which science and technology can
make in meeting these , challenges are better understanding of the
problems and the -development of alternate strategies and
technologies for attacking,,therh!Tresent'knowledge is inadequate for
these purposes. Major advances in virtually all Ihe sciences are re=
quired to expand and deepen the understanding of these problems
and their iriterainnectioM before strategies and technologies of
assured effectiveness cah be developed.

Toward these ends, the Board recoMmends th,at the Nation's
research efforts be expanded substantially in the years ahead. A part
'of the increased efforts should be directed to basic and applied
research on problems, now confronting the Nation, such as those dis-
'cussed in this report. Another part needs to be reserved` for "un-
targeted" basic research which is not tied specifically to present
problems, but, is aimed instead at advancing general scientific
knowledge. This research may contribute to- alleviating present
problems, but its principal benefit lies in providing knowledge needed
fOr meeting problems of the future.

In calling for greater research expendituresby boththe Federal
Government and the priv4e sectorthe Board is mindful of the pres-
ent state-of the economand of measures taken and contemplated
for strengthening-it, Many of the problemS discussed in this report,
in fact, have impaired the econOmy and are likely to continue to c
aggravate it unkitthe problems are alle'viated or solved.



.

The difficult deccsions 'that mu.s't be made in these circumstances
inyplve perplexing choice% Concerning priorities and the allocation'of
ottr rimited nafional resources. What should the Nation's priorities be,
and haw should our resources be:diVided among them?. What propor-,
tion of the Nation's resources should be devoted to-research?And of
these resources, what is the proper mix of attentiOn to problems of
da versus those of tomorrow, and to the immediate tauses of o
pr blems verfis the niore fundamentpl ones?

These decisjons Will influence and s'hape th,e future of our Na7,
They can be made only by the President and the Congress.

This eeport was prepared by the National Science Bbard, in the
hope that it would serve as a resource to the Executive Branch and
the Congress for enhancing the contribution Of science and
technology in improving the quality of Ue in this Jountry and in the
world.

.Respectftilly wours,

The Honorable
The Presiiient of' theUnited States

- N

H. E. Carter
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Man's success in meeting challenges Of Hie past is duelargely to
his iniight and -the ability tO share it with present and future
'generations: Will rrian's knowledge-of himself and of the physic'al and
social environment be adequate to the tests'that lie ahead?

ome of the challenges are as old as the humanespecieS itself. One
of these is the challenge of the unknown, which is reflected in man's.
Unremitting curiosity.' about- himself and the wOrld. Another is
represented by threats from nature;- in the form of disease,,famine,
and the elementS. And a third Class conSists of social problems, ranging
from international conflict to societal strife andinterpersonal discord.
These three classes of challenges, which overlap and influence each
other, .have changed in detail over time but still remain.

A.'; fourth type of challenge has emeirge,d recently and iS growing
rapidly. This is the challenge posed by man's. increasing power to
create his future. He has acquired the knowledge and meahS to alter
the course of-natural.events and to shape the conditions of human life.
Man's 9wn actions, more than nature, now determine the siie of the
human population; its distribution around the glohe:and the State of
its-health, His patterns of consumption produce a growing demanci,tor
food and fiber, for energy and materialsa demand that can neither be
rgduced nor met without altering fhe economic, social, and
teehnological- character of life in thefuture. Man is developing the

, capability to control weather arid modify climate intentionally, while
his agricultural and industrial activities produce inadvertent changes. '

To a growing extent and in a varrety of ways, man has the power to
causebasic transformations of the atmosphere, the oceans, and the
biospheres'onie, of Which may be iireversible alterations that
endanger the ,habitability of the planq. ,

Thus, man increasingly invents his own destinyintentionally or '
unwittingly. The constructive use of Such power requires all our will
and wisdorn;

The-last category of challenges is the focus of this report'. Principal
attentiOn is directed here.because of the growiilg practical signifieance
of this.challenge ;and the corresponding need for, urgent and sustained

.'attention.,'$eyeral facets'of this broad challenge'noW loom as major
problems: pOpulation_world foOd'sup-ply, energy, materials, climate,
and ihe environment. The nearly simultaneous emergence of these
problems suggeks_the close connections that exist among them. The
fact that the problems are global in scope indicates their pervasive and

4,t



fundamental characteP as well as the difficulty in confrOnting them
effectively. In whatever form the challenge is metactively dy
passively, internatiatally or nationally, knowledgeablY or ignorantly,
successfully or lunsuccessfullythe choices made will shape much of

..man!s future.
a.

-
Although emphasis is placed on Ihe challenge of man's inereasing

$, power, no implication is intended that the other challenges can be
igiiored; they are, indeed, so infertwined with the' more recent ones
that all must b e fret. .

-.1- The first chapter of the 'report reviews briefly the more familiar
challehges and discusse's general ag-pects of the newer ones.

/The second chapter examines several problems encompassed in
the broader challenge of man's increasing power. The nature and,
scope of each problem isdiscupsed, and the past and potential role of

/sicence and technology in alleviating the problem is noted. ,
. .

The third chapter explores the adequacy of science and
technology for helping to respond to such problems. For this purpose
two recently initiated U.S. programsone in the area of cancer and
fhe other in energyare taken as illustrative tests of the present
capabilities of science and technology.

The fourth chapter presew conclusions drawn from these
assessments and relates them to recent tr nds in the level and
direction of -the Nation's research, effort..

The final chapter recommends actions and .polic,ies aimed at
strengthening the scientific and,technological tespons.e to present and
future challenges.



CHALLENGS AND Tin RE,SPONSEi
OF kIENE

°

This Chapter discusses briefly the nature of the general challengeS
cited earlierchallei'lges a the unknown, of nature,, of society, andpf
man's groWing power to-shape the futureand reViews the past and
possible future role of science in helping to respo d to them.

Challenge of thi'Unknown

:crhe urge to know the unk'nown, to explore the unexplored, and to
explain the unexplained is among the most univers'al of traits. Indeed,
curiosity and explorktory behavior.Pare exhibited not only by Homo
siipiens but by other specie\ of animalk as Well. their 'prevalence
suggests 'that such behavior constitutes. a ','biplogical imperative.,"

, ,crucial to survival: /-

All cultures, past and present, attempt to explain the Origin,
relationship, and fate of Man and'narifq;Xach culture fashions its own
reSponse, and the results have beeh.,AS diverse as the :Cultures
fhemselves, ranging from astrology tO ztFoastrianism. The respcine; -
in, whatever form it May occur, shapes the aspiyations, values, and
intellectual life of the culture. =

Science has become a predominant response of modern cultures, a
response whicli differs from earlier ones in many ways. Science in
swine respects is, limited in its goats; A dOes not, for example,'seek
ansWers to questions such as ultimate purpose. It concentrates instead
on obserVing and 'measuring the tangible;=often through the Use of
instrunients Which extend the senses intOomains that are otherwise
inaccessible. Science is cumulative, in .an' evolutionary way; it builds
upon it4 past 'but m'Odifies ilself by incorpoTatips'new insights superior
in explanatory power to existing ones.-It: is also self-ttsfing.ancrself--

.orrecting; erfors may' bCcur, hut theya-are found and rectified
eventually. These basic and 'unique ch-aractexistics Of science Make it
the most success'ful response sqfar fashioned by rmin for pursuing and
unraveling the unknown.



Curiosity is not the sole motivation for sCientific research: Tht
Tractical need-for 4nd the titility of scientific knowledge are often
priine reasons for seeking such unders'tanding. This is illustrated by
astronomy, one ,of the' oldest of the s4iences, which was studied 'in
earlier days for the purpose of improVircg navigation as well -a's for
insights into the tomposition and organizaQon of the universe. This
dual motivation of curiosity and utility is found in all scientific fields.
Thus, in addition to satisfying man's curiogity, science has proven tO-: ---,-
have great impact on everyday life:--froiri changing the physical:

,. conditions of existence - to the' length a life itself. This potential
Ptilitarian "bonus," which can be gained when scientific knowledge is k '

:applied to practical ends, is so sizeable in generAl that a motive for basic
.

research is often the potential applications thalmay flow from it; This
flow', however, extends in the other,direction as WellApplications
taise questions requiring further Tesearch: In fact, the reciprocal 1
rel'Ationship between knowledge .and' utility, between insight and
applicatiOn, focuses and invigorates each. : , ,

,.
. ,

In spite of the advances made in scientific knoWledge77ahd in part
because of tlie unanswered questions such advances reveal---,science
still faces "Many tallenges . Some . of the more specific of these are
noted elsewhere in the report: Ilia p rhips the most gene;ai and .
fundamental chall nge now facireig science is that of achieving better
underptanding of j iihIy complex' phenOmena that involve a large
number of intei.acting components, i.e.,' sysiems of 'organized-
complexity." Tbe ehavior of the global atmosphere, the brganization .

, and functioning f the human brain, and9the dynamics of a social
institution or a larger., social system are exafnples of Such phenomena
which are .little Understood at present. (New insights from further
researCh, however, may reveal that such phenomena are less compleX
than they, now a(ppear)

Historically, science has'advanced primarily throligh the study of
less complex.aspects of nature, by isolating individual componedts and
.seeking to underStand their Tharacteristics throUgh observation,
analysis, and experiment. The understanding of suCh relatively simple.
Thenomena providas the basis for-almost all modern 'technology.
'Problems of organized' complexity, on the otheehand, require a broad, .

integrative approach, combining the methods andiinsights from many
individual scientific ..disciplines- and, perhaps, even radically new
concepts:and methodologies that transcend individual. dIscipliries
Large-scale modeling and simulation are needed. to synthesize the
diverse Isriodge regarding these cordplex areas, to licicOvef the
underlyingdynmics of the problems, and 'to project thefuture co-nrse
of their development. An _indispensable fool in these efforts is the
enormous data-handling capacity of computers.'

I./raj) the level of understanding of siich complicated phenomena
.. -

is signifi antly improved,- Science will fall short of meeting the
challenge in this area.



Reeent .historll records a succession ,of advances:against' thteats
from the ..natural environment-.---diseae, famine,-,the e,lmentsyet;:
many thieats remain'. Major battles against .cliease have been wOn
since the turn of the century. Many infectiosis diseases have yielded to a
immunizations;'tb antibjetics, and tb.public,sanitation. Typhoid fever,
diphtheria, tuberculdsiS, and scarlet fever,are largely controlled, while
other diseases such, as osieomyelitis and mastoiditis seldom, occur in
this country toda)i.; As recehtly as 1960 more than 26, 000 ,ea5es of
poliomyelitis Were rePorted annually in the United State's, bust ,15 yearS-
la ter 'the incidence had fallen to nearty zero.

Thery remain, however; numerous diseases a mi.clisabilities which
take their toll..Arriong these are major Ycillers such aS cancer and heart
diseases; serious disabdities ,such as'arthritis, asthma, and diabetes;
and many less prevalent or less serious mentaland physical afflictions.
Present scientific knowledge provides, at be0t, means formanaging"
these, afflictions and diseases, rather than for preventing or curing
them. The inherently high Cost of such martageinentfhe expense for
the patient and the heavy claimS oil the often restricted resources of
the health systemTrevepts even this limited health care from being
available to all who need it. A.prerequisite folt-prevention and cure iS
better understanding of the fundamental biological proesses
involved. SuCh knowledge is the basis--,the onlY basis-I-for:advancing
beyond mete management-To prevention and cure. t

v

The yeduction of ".prernature'.' deaths from disease has been
largely responsible for the lengthened fife expectancy in the United
§tatesUp from just Under 5 years at the,beginning of this century to
almost 70 years by midcent y. The life expectancy of persons over 50,
however, increased, only marginally during the period with:the
greatest gain§ occurring ror women. This illustrates why challenges
remain in spite of past progress: as infant and adolescent Mortality was
reducgl, adult diseases took a greater proportionate toll.

Significant advances have been made against' famine and
malnutrition, based . in large part' on inc.reasing knowl.edge of
agricultural and animal science, plant genetics, fertilizer, insect
control, and food processing,. But.total success has not been achieved in
spite, of sustained advances in agricul'yral production. These gains

-.have been offset by thetapid growth in human population (an increase
abetted by the success in suppressing human diseases), .by,adverse
climate and weather-Conditions in, certain' Parts of the world such as

-J,the sub-Sahara region, and hy sgveral factors which inhibit eUuitable
'distribution and., optimal consumption of foods. Furthermore,'
advances in food:production have been achieved at considerable cost:
the extensive uge of fertilizers and pesticides has damaged the

13



envirdnment, and vulnerable monocultureg have been substituted for
the naturat diversity of plaqt life. This illustrates how,rogress in
dealing..CViih one problem can generate Side effects which may
Ihemselves liecome problems ,to be understood-and alleviated.

'MalnutritiOn is still very much a part, of the world scene, in this
coLintry arid elsm4here. And beckise its existence ri many cases is due
to cultural and sodal factors rather than to load Shortages, per se,
malnutrition represents a problem for the social sciences as mi,

-for the biological and physical sciences.

Considerable progress has been made in providi-
frorn the normal threats of the elements. But the effect
and tornadoes, major floods, long-term droughts, and earthqu,itsc:, ii
still largely uncontrolled. In the past few years remarkable progress
has been achieved in predicting the location and ocCurrence of
earthquakeS; leading to the passible deveinpinent in the near future of
an earthquake warning system. In addition to prediction; much now
can be don,e to reduce_the eco'nomic and human loss af eatthquakes;
adVances in antiseismic design of housing, as well as improvement of

;regional zonin'g practices based on developing knowledge of the
eartHquake firocess, are now feasible. Even the eventual control Of
earthquakes is not beyond passibility, as suggested by recent
experiments in which earthquakes were initiated and stopped by first."
injecting and then withdrawing water from deep wells.

The vulnerability to severe storrns has increased, as a result of the
greater 4nsity of populatidn and valuable capital faicilities: The early
warninrof such storms by weafher satellites'and other observ`atiorial
techniques;however, has-greatly reduced the loss of life and damage to
property that would haw occurred. The abilify to manipulate weather
conditions purposefully and safely is perhaps just beyond present
capabilities, whereas the ability to affect weather and climatic
conditions, unintentionally and even unknowingly, grows daily.

This cursory review of some of the challenges from the natural
environment does :not do justice either to past successes or to
remaining 'problems. It does, however; illUstrate some general points.
Challenges are endless; success with one problem often leads to the
discovery or creation of others':'Challenges 'are interrelated; progres
in dealing with Rne problem may be enhanced or, nullified by progress
or failure in other related problems. And challenges are dynamic;
apparent success in an earlier time period may become apparent failure

dzs in a later one. This d4tes not mean that progress is'an illusion. It means
that new challenges emanate from change and from progress
itselfL-from changes in the natural e'nvironment, from advances in
knowledge, from changes in social values, and from expanded hurnan
aspirations.



The challenges in this category are almbst limitless: intefnational
strife, discpimination, criMe .and delinquency, and, the spectrum of
interpersonal and intergroup conflicts. Individual and social problems
appear to be intrinsic to social hfe itself. While the nakure and extent of
such probieins change over time, and differ fr)dm one societY to
another; the benefits'of social life are always accompanied by stresses
that engender problems,

Virtually all present sOcieties exhibit conflict and turmoil. There
are several poSsible reasons for this in the case of the United States.
American sociefy is heterogeneous in:race, in national origin, anj.1
soCioeconomic level. It is a irapidly changing societyrculturahi,
physically, and technologically. It is sufficiently affluent to explore and
innovate deliberately, trying and testingneW ideas in all realm s. from
business tO religion, but its material affluence has not brought .an
equal measure of psychological Well:being. It alloWs for a diversityot
'subcultures and variegated life styles. And it encoufages the
aspfrationbut does .not always provide the commensurate
Opportunityfor the social mobility arid progress of each' individual.

These are not the ingredients for a static and self-Satisfied society:
They prOduce" instead an experimenting Society that is dynamic and
seeking and, therefcire, sometimes frustrated. Strains on social
institutions and individuals are likely to persist, and possibly even
worsen, as the result of several.disparate conditions and trends such
as: declining birth rate and consequent aging of the population; high
rates of inflation; limited access to medical cafe; a high level of crime
against people and property; and differences between the races and
sexes in employment opportunities and income.

Specific sbcial problems m,ay persist for Fong periods in spite cif
efforts to resolve them. A study of social trends by a presidential
commission .expressed concern about the level of crime; the extept of
poverty; the "sprawl of great cities"; the role of women outside, the
home; and the "consumer and his perplexities." This study was
published in 1933. Its contemporary tenor illustrates the tenacity of
many social problems.

The obstacles to dealing effectively with such problems are
several:

Problems are difficult to define. The extent and severity of such
problems are often unknown, the causes obscure and
indirect, and boundaries of the problems diffuse and shifting.
Efforts to define problems precisely enough to attaCk them
may omit possible remedial alternate's or neglect important
social valnes.

1 5



Problems are imbedded in a complex system. ProbleMs are closely
interrelated, making it difficult to treat one effectively
without treating the whole or without adversely affeding
connected problems. These interdeperidendes strain the
capacity Of Social institutions, whose vitality and scope may,
be less than the force arid breadth of the problems
themSelves.

Problemth. s may),e heightened by other deeelopments. R,apid changesof
almost any kind may produce at leaSt temporary aisruptions .

2 in a system which is so 'fighlly interconnected. Increasing
population ,and urbanization are but two factors which
intensify already existing strains.

Possible resolutions ma!, th-qaten values and vested :
. approaches to alleviating social prohlem,,
, deeply held beliefs,, .especially ii hey

redistribution of pOlitical, econornic,'.and

Inadequate knowledge- impedes aCtion. The necessary knowledge
for predicting ..the, individual .and social reactions to public
policies or actions does not yet exist.

These are only a few, of the obstacles in meeting the social
challenges. The tasks which these problems pose for science are
'immense. Although they involve the whole of science, the tasks apply
particularly to the least developed of 2the,disciplinesthe behavioral
and social sciences. These disciplines need to be significantly
strengthened, in both their basic and applied aspects, if the Nation is to
respood more successfully to its social problems. Although knowledge
alomrloes not guarantee'success,lts lack almost certainly reduces the
chance and extent of progress.

The prime deficiencies of the knowledge base...are inadequate
information on the current state of society and lack of detailed data
about particular individual and '.social problems. The expansion of
effort in the social iOcators area, as well as in large sfirvey research, is
essential for correcting these deficiencies,. ,A related requirement is

. improved methods for gathering data and for , analyzing and
synthesizing the findings in forms relevant tO social action. The
significance of sdentific information is that it can provide evidence for
needed social change as well as suggest courses of action. Such
information, if definitive, can .he used to counter inertia ot "vested
intereSts," 'which are frequently the chief obstacles to social reform.
Finally, and most fundamental, is the need for general, comprehensive
theories of the individual and of the structure and dynamics of social

-systems. No such broad theories now exist that are based upon data,
except in the field ot ec000mics. Such theories-are necessary to:



(a) predict the' cons'equences of proposed polic,-ies,
1 (b) provide guidance for collecting,data relevant to possible

policies and problem areas, and
(c) provide confidence to the-general public and officials of
the necessity and wisdom of the action, in order to generate
the-political will for implementing the proposed policies.

Efforts to develop the necessary knowledgein data and
theorymay encounter some peculiar difficulties. The knowledge
gained may remain valid for only a relatively 4hort period of time,
because of the incessant change which people and social institutions
undergo. There is, in addition, the possibility that the objects of study
may be modified by the very act of siudying them. These essentially
methodological problems may be solved, but they dO suggest that until
that time the general propositions of the social sCiences maylack the
immiltability that is usually associat,i1 tvW1 laws in the natural
;ciences.

The natural and socid another important way.
t3oth observation and experiments are used as methods of research in
'the natural sciences whereas observation alone is the primary method
of the social sciences. The limited use of experimental methods
seriously impedes development of the social sciences. Although there
often ,are constrainis 4gainst their use, increased efforts should be
made to find acceptable forms 'of experimentation in social areas. A
start in this direction is illustrated by recent experiments in education
financing and .income maintenance, which were designed to test the
feasibility of approaches to these problems prior to I islative action.

ChaIlengis of Man's Increasing Povver

Over the past 100 years rnan's ability to_modify, even irreyersib.ly,
the worldwide habitat has grown 'enormouSly. ThiS is diie.ParOto
simple increase in numbersthe population explosionbut alsb-to
growing technological caPabilities..Challenges of this type are the
prime 'concern of this 'report.

Compared with the other types;these challenges are less familiar
;and often lead either to exaggerated-fears or to complacencYito:panic.;
response or to irreaponsible inertia...Stich resnonses.fcequeritly.arise
from the lack of knowledge..The sparse evidence a.ailable admits of
manY different interpreiatiOns, L;iaed by different political
predilections Or social values, and the distinction between fact .and
value becomes mOre bluyred the mOre inadequate the understanding.

In a fuller sense, though, clear and adequate description of these
emerging problems is exceedingly -difficult. First, "simple" trend
extensions, do not foretell, .vhat is' going to happen. Indeed, the
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incompatibility, of different trends assures that the.), cannot all
continue. Thus, simple extension of current trends shows an
impossible futur&not a likely one: The tear difficulty in foreseeing
the future is in perceiving whi6h trends will charige, when; and haw,
and what trends now so insignificant irtrnagnitude as to be barely
Oesceptible will grow into the major influ'encing factors in the future.
It is these latter factors that are the storm signals of the ifutufe, and

that require extensive knowledge of the multitude of related factors
and a deep understanding of their interactions. The requisite
knowledge and, understanding are frequently unavailable.

A Second difficulty is the growing interrelatedness of these
problems. Population growth, food production, energy dethands,
mineral resources, environmental , pollution, for example, .ard not
independent problems. Because of, these interdependencies, .it is
increasingly difficult to find solutions to one problem that "cto not
aggravate another or create a new problem. The requirement of
emission controls on automobiles Mitch increacr I consumption,
the banning of phosphate detergents in ft ustics which are
hazardous to children, and thNsubstitutio. .4 pesticides. for DDT
which are less damaging to birds but more harmful "to humans
illustrate this difficulty. One of the most striking characteristics of the
future probably lies in its increasing interdependenCies.

There is a final difficulty. Most Df the pFblems that can be
foreseen have so far shown only a small-fist of themselves. Popular
attention and government-al concern tend to focus on these current
mlnifestations of problemseven though they are often little more
than precursive symptomswith the result that actions intended as
remedial are often halfway measures. An illustratiomf this is the use
of catalysts in conjunction with theinternal combustion engine, rather
than the development of a new type of engine that woUld be
intrinsicallynonpolluting. Efforts that deal wit, symptoms Often leave
the underlying problems misonderstood or neglected, and may even
be counterproductive. It is thisrthe response to syniptomsthat
gives the impression. of moving from crises to crises, each more
unexpected than the last.



CHALLENGE OF MAN'S POWE

Several of the growing problems,presented by man:s increasing
power will be discussed in this section. The purpose is not, however, to
suggest that these problems are well understood. The aim, instead, is
to delineate some of the -many inadequacies of current scientific
understanding--;deficiencies which prevent discerning interpretation
of the problems and viable options for resolving them.

Population and Health

The "population" problem:is broad iri scope, ranging from the
explosive growth in the number of people to matters of nutrition and
health and to the question of the ultimate "carrying capacity" of the
finite planet. The boundaries of the problem are diffuse and
transitory; changing as new knowledge reveals neW Rroblerns, new
possibilities, and unexPected ramifications.

No single factor is likely to have so pervaiVe an effect on the
character and quality of life as the total number of human beings. "It,
took all of history to the year 1850 to produce a world population of
one bilhon; it took only 190 yearg'for the second billion, and 30 for the
third; it is taking only about 15 years for the fourth-and it will take less
than 10 years for the fifth billion. What these striking figures indicate .

is that the world cannot sustain such a growth for,ver'y long."1 Indeed,
the belief is growing that the world population has now reached a level
at which further increases=,especially rapid increases spch as at .
presentwill serioutsly impair the quality of life for all.

Yet even if the birth rate, worldwide, were to decline next year to
the replacemen rate of only twochildren per couple, world population
wouldle,vel off eventually at about 50 percent above what it is now,
due to'the age distribution of the present population: If zero

I 5. II. Segal; "Popubtion Growth; Challenge to Sdence," in The'Gruiti.si
Ba,:ic.ReseizrcILFIza't 5;11,ap (lur Lives, Koh? and Jordan (eds.), The ROckefeHer Uhi'versity 1`
PrLess, 1974.:



populatibn growth were aChieVed wfthin the next 'I5 years, th0
ultimate World population would be 2.5 to 3 0 tiMes larger than,
present. Thus, efforts to stabilize pOPulation size must reckon With
long lead Hanes during which the population;WOuld cOntinue to gamy.

The current grOwth rate in populatiori is caused more by a decline
in gi-oss death rate than by an increase in birth rates, although both
:have occurred: That decline, in turn, is attributable tceimpOvementg
ih publiC health methods (water sanitation, nutritional programs,
vaccineS, fOr exarnple), as well as higher living standards and the
disappearance of some of the agents of disease and death. The
continuing growth in population siie underlies many yroblems and
-eXacerbates almost 'all others, in many developing countries .and
increasingly in the indUstrialized world. It particularly frutrates the
goal of elevating living standards in the developing MI-rid, a goal which
seems largely obviated 'hy projections of a doubling of the peesent
.world population by the turn of the century T-i greater portion of
this increase in population will come from the develoPing nations,
where the rate of growth is some 2.5 percent a year as compared With 1
percent in the industrialized countries. This will intensify ev,en more
the urgent need for kreater supplies of fdod for the vety 'countries
least able to expand their prodtiction.

.Reduction in the groWth of population, and Perhaps its
stabilization, appears 'imperative -,i1::cleVeloping nations are to
attain,and deVelopedr nations are to Maintaina level of material
ekistence which provides adequate e uca ion, health, and social
welfare for all p crucial element in the control of population is
the desire Of inidviJuals to regulate the size. Of .their families. The
translatibn of this esire into actual poPulation contrOl appears to
depend upon econornic and social incentives for limiting family site.'
Incentiveso prevailing int many countries, hi:wever,favor the large
family. Although it is evident-7f torn the experiences'of this country
and othersthat family planning can be pgaqiced effectively with
present contraceptive techniques, fertility contror*asures which are
siinPler; more 'reliable, and cheaper axe needed.'''

A world which so sanctifies human life as to limit the groWth of its
numbers- will demand not only a better standard Of livng but alsO
improvement in the health of its peOple. Indeed, if familieS are not
assured that their, offspring will be hOrn healthy and remain so,
prosPects for limiting family size may be correspondingly.diminished.
For much of, the world, health is still conditioned by two primitive
factors: nUtrition and ,Protection from parasites. In the tropical belt
many people suffer from inadequate-nutrition, especially insufficient

'protein. IVfalnutrition 'results- primai* from inadequate foOd
production and deficient distribution due to the lack of' purchaSing
power of the poorest fraction of the population. It sometimes regults,
however, from social cugtoms leading to dietary habits that are



nutritionally inadelquate. Thus, While malnutrition is most prevalent
in,poor countries, it is by no means absent in rich nations, even among
the most affluent -of the population.

Although remote from cUrrent eZperience in our own country,
, .

the problem* of parasitic infestation remain large in many parts of the
world. Schistosomiasis claims millions of lives annually and debilitates

, many more; no effective Means of control is yet in use.' Malaria
remains a major health problehi despite spectacular gains. The
primary method of controlling this disease at present involves the use
of pesticides, chiefly DDT. Although usp of DDT on the scale required
to combat malaria may not represent-a serious environmental haar
other rneans of cOntrol that are inexpensive and ecologically safe are
nepded..These are only two of, the many-parasite-induced diseases
folia in much of the develOnio,world.

tn more ai nations the problerns of malnutrition and
iparasitic infection are diminishing,' along with numerous other
classical afflictions; endocrine disorders, most bacterial infections.,
sOrne insect-borne diseases, and thOse viral diseases now preventable
by immunization. These achievements have cOme from advances in
the biololical sciences over the las+t feW decades. In the place of these
lcii'seases, man is now confronted with two general categories Of major
afflictions: those lOosely cl.assed s degenerative disorders, including--
cancer, and those of genetit origin. Degenerative disorders now -----

dominate medical practice in much of the developed world.. They
account for the bulk of the $80 million of annual expenditure for
health care in the United States, much of which goes for "halfway
medical technologies" capable of managing the diseases to some-;
extent, but not of preyenting or curing theM. --

The second general. category ,of disease---Tdiseases of genetic
originare now growing in relative importance. Three decades ago,,
only a dozed or so genetic disorders had been ident4fied; today the lfst
is nearer to a thouS'and, including some 150 diseases in whiCh °the
specific nature-of, the genetic defect is known: The identificatidn of
these irony genetiC disorders was made possible by advances in
scientific and medical knowledge. Now that they bave been identified,
means for treating° thetn must ,be sought. This illustrates how
advances in sCieniific Understanding lead to rising,expectatioris and
aspirationsl

At present, nongenetic theraP'y is the most common mode ,of .

treating these diseases, an .apProach_ which results in the fiirther
dissemination .of the defective genes in the population at large.
Diabetes is' a case in peint. Before the advent of, insulin, juvenile,
diabetics seldont lived long enough to reproduce, but sinc-e insulin
therapy .became available 50 years ago, many survive and reproduce; .
thereby transmitting the defective genes and increasing the incidence
of diabetes. If similar approaches are used-for other genetic,disorders



e.g., sickle cell ,anemia and phenylketonuria), the 'result, although
ntrinsically desirable with resfiect to protecting the individual life,
ould become_a_growirig public health_ ,Problem for the general
opulation.

These many diverse but related problems of "population"call for a
correspondingly diverse set:of reSponses from scienceand technology.
Pbpulation controlmay. be enhanced by better understanding of t1,-

,

personal, socia(, and economic motivations for large famili
by more knowledge of the chemistry and plly3ibk.,
--id it, ranslition into new cheinical approaches to birth con

itt ifion, opportunKes ;exist for..raising the protein
content of foods in tropical and sernitropical lands throUgh such means
as genetic engineering.of cereals, deyelopment of synthetic protein fci'r
enriFhing the diet, and greater production of fish protein thrOkigh the
use Of 4,*(aculture. In the case of degenerative and genetic daorders',
,mucki More knowledge is needed.of the fundamental ispects Of cellular.

and multicellular life, regardless of the particular disease.of concern,:
b'asic.advances in the biological sciences which depend, in'

m continued stimulafio fr'ornrelated disciplines, most notably :
,cheini 'try and physics.

Pr )blems ..of health, likc: problems of population contrOl, are
ethical-social-economic-biologiCal problems.. Efforts to cope with them

. miist be guided by advancing insights across the full spectrum of
dimensiores.

. General-Refervnces

l'opulatio)n; The Ta5k CESI/W.PY 10, Centre, for ,Lconornic and Soc:ial
Inforrrianon, United Naticins, 1973.

. Rapid nwIdanafl'A;rowik: C.msequence5 and Polii-y Irnplicfltior .1Latio.t.lAt cild6my ..pf
Suienc,. The lohnii- Hopkins- Universit'y Pt-es,s, ion .

Primary. Productivity
,Only two or rne many. important 4gpects of this problem have'

been Selected \for discussion here: world 'food supply and demand- and
the Maintenance of -natural ecosystems.

I

, The term \primary productivity" refers to the prOcess'by which
plants utilize sunlight \fOr the synthesis of organic materials. It.is. this
process that suPPortS the life of all the biosphere. Primary productivity.
by green plants siipphes fOc.id . fuel, and.fiber (cotton, lumber,.and pulp)
as well'as eeosystems of great diversity. The vegetated surface of the
Earth, in addition, receives waStes, coOls the atmospHere; and helps 'tp
maintain the soil in a productive state:Plants sopply the bulk Of.:human
food, pr:irCcarily in the fOrin of Cereals which are 6Qnsumed directly,.or
indirectly through animals that feed' on grain.. It has' been estiniated



that two-thirds of the cult ated cropland is planted ,with, cereals and
ihat more than 50 percerrof our direct vnergy nmes from
grain such as rice and wheat.

Food production has increased c 1, is centUry.
Although the increase in land devot, tc :Aut 7.- Much f
the growth, science and technology have contributed in inajor wa s.
SelectiVe breeding,' based on genetics, has resulted in ifig ly.

produqive rrew breeds. The mechanization Of agricultUre has raiSed
productivity substantially: Irrigation .has played a Significant rOle,:by
making possible .and profitable the cultivation of areas OtherWise,
unUsable or marginally. productive'! The extensive use of chedfical

'fertilizerswhich has hken estiinated to aC,,c'ount for at least a kotirth
ix the total food supply=can txiPle or qbadrUple thk productivity,'of
soils When used in conjunction with other inputs and, apkopriate
practices. Finally, the "chemia control of diseases, insects, and weeds
has helPed greatly in reaching the present high level of.- food
Productibn.

Despite these gaixis, it is increasingly difficult to
,

meet the growing
world demand for faoa. The present mismatch betweeri'food supply
and demand, haS many sighs: the reCent- abrUpt decrease in . food
supplies 'at a time of increasing demand; massive purchases of train on '

the World market, such as the SOViet Union's large purchase of Wheat
frdm, the Unitea State. and China's from Canada; depletion Of grain.
reserves; rapidly r. i food prkes arourid the World; and, MOst
distressing; starva ion among the peoples of sub-Sahara Africa.:and
some areas Of Asia. I

, ...
The xauses of the disparity between supply 'and dernand' are,

numeroUs. Bad weather in many partS of the World in recent years
reduced the level of fOod prOduction. CUthacks in the acreage devoted .

to Wheat weie made by the major grain exportingcountries (Australia,
Canada, and the United States) in the late 1960's arid early 1970s in an
effort to maintain price:levels. GraM reserves in Norili America, long
used to redress shortages occurrrng elsewhere; were allov;ed to
decline in order to meet the growing demand. The supply problem was
worsened also by the 'decline in the world's fish catch; the moil ,
mysterious element of which was the temporarY disappearance of
anclidvetta off the Peruvian coasta source of 20pereent of the entire
world catch of fish.

Two factors, both of a long7term nature, figure prominently in
present and future, relationships between supply and demand:

; confinuing population growth and the ris,Mg demand for more food of
higher cp.iality, primarily animal protein, in Europe, Japan, and the
USSR.

Although food production has advanced rSpidly, so has
population. Thegrowth in food production has been roughly the same
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^, in
,
developed a'nd pool countries for many years; bin the more rapid

growth of population in the Poor nations haS absorbed virtually all
the,ir gi-iins in food P.roduction: AI areslult, two-thirds,of mankind is,
hUilgry and malnoui-ished ,much of the time Continued popUlation
growth ,. increasing cost; . of energy, fOr agricultUral production,
shortage of fertilizeNand its' three-fold 'price increase, and rampant
inflation, make the prospects bleak for thedevelopingworld to acquire

. the food -needed to stave off starvatiOn in the yearg. ahead.'
, .

c.,.

Nations with li.ih and rising pei' capita inawnesparticularly in
N
Europe and japan,are turning away from.i-ice and wheSt staples and
increasing their consumption of animal protein. The high demand. for
meat in affluent countries reduces the grain available for direct
cbnsurnption in the 'rest of the World. The substitution of rneat,for...
cereals, moi*Over, is.an inefficient pattern of consumption: 1-is a rule,

, seven pounds a gratn.are needed to produce one pound of beef,, four
pound§ to pi-odUce,one pound .of pork, and thrqe poumas 'for one Of .

poultry: An addititinal cost Of the substitution) is an increasing' ?'
incidence of degenerative diseases associated with animal protein and
high Sat dietS.

!

Food, production can he expected to increase -in 'response to
grow* deman.d. Land suitable for crops?birrheld out of production,
can be 'turned to agrieulture..Over 55 million acres of such land ,was
:made available in the United States between 1972-74 for theplanting
of wh'eat, corn; and other graMs. Less suitable land throughout the
world can be converted to agricUlture, although t'he Costs and often

: limited aVailability of inputs (e.g water, energY, and fertilizers) as
Well ,a. s environMental damage ultiMately constrain such eXpansion.;
But perhaps the greatest potential for increased production hes in
kropical. agriculture.: These regions, which offer the poSsil3ility of
multiple annual:crops, ha've only a srnall fraction of theft land under

. cultivation, Moreover, they include countries which have the most
critical shortages of food and the least ability to purchase it elsekevhe're.

:Tropical; region's, hoWeyer, are be41.fed to have-a delicate ecological ,
balance, which may restrict food production 'to relatively loW levels.
Determination of possible ecological constraints is an urgent matter
which.shOuld precede large efforts aimed at expanding production in
these. regions.

,

Further gains in productivity Kl'an be achieved thrpugh the wider
applica t ion. of modern agricultural technologies: mechanization,

p.
irrigatici ', fertilization, and 'control of weeds apd insects. Each of
,theSe, however, has unwanted side. effects Or calls for expensive
energy inputs. MechAnized agriculture, for exanaple; requires
expenditures of energy that may be far greater than the energy

4, embodied in the food produced. Irrigation may raise the water table to
, such 'an extent that the growth of plants is eventually inhibited by

wateflog or by salt deposits that develop juSt beneath the surface soil.,



This situation has developed in West pakistan where e)tensive
irrigation has been used. Chemical fertilizers produce various hazards,
such as the pollutio'. n of drinking water .and the .eutrbphicati n of

'bodies of fl'sh water. The chemical control. of .inSectg and we s,
through the use of DDT and other ',chlorinated hydrocarbons,
threatens'many species of animal lifi. .

Such 'Costs and° impacts as these'may inhibit the spread ot ,the `.
..green revolution"the application of 'high yield seed Strams.and:

. modern technologies. This prospect arises 'from the fact that the new,
strains hive high yields largely becauge t/rierrespond well to fertilizer,

1 a 1 I
irrigation watery..and pesticides..

,
I ., ,

SCientific research may yield means ,fOr overcoming several of
these problems-and Side effects. Research in genetiCS maY lead to plant .-
strains that grow well in saline soils. Better understan,ding of nitrogen
fixation could provide the basis for enhancing natural fixation
processes and therebY lessen the dependepce on chemical fertiliz5rs.
Similarly,. new aPproaches to controlling 'pestssuch as rapidly .

degradable pesticides or biological control; as eXemplified by the mass
sterilization-of screwworm fliegcan redue significantly the need for
,the older forms of chemical control.. Beyond this, research may provide
means for enhancing agricultural productivity in several ways,
ranging from methods of accelerating the photosynthesis process to
the gebwth of plants in a .liquicr nutr'e vather tha in soil.

Whether the world food .situatio improvorsens.,in the
years ahead depends upon mn.y eactors such as: popnlation growth,
global cliffiate, demand for animal' protein,. availability and cost of
agricultural inputs, economic incentives, for food production, and
advances in science and technology. Since the future course Of these
factors cannot be foreseen, it is.not known if the world faces a chronit
food supply problem or a state of temporary shortages which will ease
in the corning years. Population growth at current rates, however;'will
continue to exert immense pressures on the food production capability
of the world.

In developing his agricultural system, man has selected a few
plants with which he hag *achieved high productivitythrough
extensive cultivation. This has led to a high degree of dependence on

.. "monocultures'.' as the prime source of food. The long-term instability
of intensive monoculture as pracvice'd in the United States and
elsewhere has become evident in the increased susceptibility to insect,.

\ pests and pathogens. Cotton 'culture had to be abandoned ill several
areas 'of this-continent because insects feeding on the plant developed
resistance to all pesticides. The vulnerability of certain high-yield

. strains of plants used in monoculture was demonstrated in the
suinmer of 1970 by the billion dollar loss of corn to blight, Which
occurred in large areas of the United States, Intensive monocultures,
'furthermore, are vulnerable to 'small climatic changes and heavily

rc



dependent upon fosstil /tiel for fertilizer; farm machinery, and
iiiigation: The detreasing availability And increirSing cbst of sUch fuels .
threaten the cUri-ent level of hi.gh productivitY.

, This conceptratiosr on iptensiv snonocultures -has reduc:ed
sigisificantly the diversity of the e'cdlog..It has 'brought Ma.ny species
tol,extinction and ,reduced the variefY 'of 'natural eCosysteins. To
counfer this continuing trend towar'd monocultutes,diversified,".ene
poOls ,". mast be estaglished.and maintained. Critical to future needs,

particularly 'to need/3 wilicri cannot be readily' predicted, is a great
.variety of genetic stock among.species of plants arl animals. Yetq''he
-tendency has been . to ignore many of the food ifck of,:priMitive
societies and to destroy 'vast 'regions Of natural ecos sterns which
centaiti a desirable degree of -organic diversity. The .accelerating
destrUction of 'tropical ecosystems is an dxample-clf this trend.

Nat4rai, oy .seminaty'ral ecosyste'ms. are: .4sential for an
industrialized civilization which cOnSUMes 'enormous ,amoUnts of
energy and .materials and ejeCts 'the spent bjr-products, wastes, and
pollutants 'into the environment: Living ecosystems' are needed to..
assimilate these by-prOducts and to reegenerate the essential properties
of the. physical world:

, The,research needs in thiS vast 'area are much too nUMerous to
cite move4an a small fractiOn of the major reqUirementse.' Better
underStanding is needed of the proceSes Of primary productivity and

.

.thecomplex web of organic and inorganiC interactions evolvect from it.
'This inCtudes greater knowledge of thelundatnental physiological and
eculogical processes by which plants' functidn within their habitats.

.V.nderstanding is lacking of how these kvents are coupled into the

.c.omplex biochemistry of metabolism within the plant. Such insight is
essential ko better crop prodUction and is necessary fOr understanding
such fündamental ecological phenomena as plant adaptation,
distribuiiOn, -.succession, competition, and production within
ecosystems..

Further research is needed tO UnderStand better the nitrogen
fikation procesS and the role plared bY bacteria and fungi. Im`proved
knowledge in this, area is required to find pati#al oPerating nitrogen
fixation proceSses that would reduce the need fbr chemical fertilizers.

,
Advances in genetics 'are needed to enhance' the genetic

manipulation and breeding of improved plant and animal specieS, as
well as. to 'develop and maintain gene- pools. Enhanced env yield,
heightened disease resistance, improved protein content, increased
utilization efficiency of soil nutrient and water supply are all possible
through genetic selection. Such selection may be accOmplished to a
degree by ttaditional breeding, but greater success may result from
such newly developed techniques as tissue cultUre transformation,
somatic hybridization, or other as yet tindfsCtivered methods.

-
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General RefereneQ's
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Energy

5

There Is little need in these times tb , ttentitio to th .
10 oblem

. of ,energy. leis mentioned hre simply tod, trAte the na 'Ive. a 'the-
problem; hoW it.' arose and the likefi quture prosPect5, ?the
interrelatedness of energy and other ProNifilf;0 the geot,41,role of

:Science and technology_in the energy ar4,11A e irnOicatiohs of the
e.

,...ileig'S'i- problem, foiasic research and reG"Aoingy are chscusyed In
more detail in, the next chapter.)

Th e. energY'Rroblem of 1913-74 has 1411, eipergingover the last ;

feW decacieS( consumption of energy roSe irajor fella e wag
dplaced increasingly on one form .energyy Nvieum);7an t e 6uppq,

- of' thiS 'energy,shifted from doines:tiC. te %reign; s.0;,ii,ce.
warning had been given of the IiIgelytonseptv'S of thi4 cO'hibitiation

Gl) as .- of trends. But possibly qle prObletn %Ala Ao(71, 111/1e?, tOP

Which are responsible for:dealing with .tk iAe bulk. of the
ancilloo distant on the time.horizOn for t -Icity of the histiiiitions

cOrifidene in Ib Nation's.capability to' with hri, erisis fter it

broadei4
,energy piOtlern lies in thefuture: It be secn whether
eventS, lead to ,a greater concern for.aie future; dr to.A4alse'.

arises.

Inpa ecades, energy has been cheapAq d dant in United
States. has reGently become more .expllyie tnisrratQhe have-
ctcurred between availablg supplies ancl dtkAA,:aro, The se. conditions

came severe in 'the paSryear, pqrWUse Qf j'ecrtIQtions
tk supply of m27Eastiiir. While many ri), Probiem,

s. are related to the Plienornenargiovqvhi ized
raleUrn,tonstimPtion in the United Sq cl, even019tjfl e

t Of the'developed world. . ,

'Accelerating :strain on fossil fuel t\r' ces is the inevitable,
-onsequence. of exponential growth in Civen anicipated
growth-rates in world energy consumptViff three' or foLit percent
annually, and given current estimates tilfinnately rvefable
reserves; Worldwide exhaustion of nattir41 friay bearaSicipited in
this century, and, of. oil early in the; ne4,e ury. Ell-en if present
estirriates of ultirnately recoverable resollW,' aeeuncluly Pssiloistic;
this,willpostpone the day Of recktining 0.4 few 'olecadcs, so long as

.

,demand Ontinues its-ex-porieritial growkr,
,

r7.



The Nation could obviOUsly survive With lower rates of oil ,
consumptbion, Why, then, have recent changes in supply and price been
disruptive? A part of the ansWer is.that, once accustornedtto a certain .
level of corrsumption, that level becomes a "need." But a More
important Part of the answer is that the energy distribution system
and the transportatiop and manUfactuting _structure are all closely.,
connected and rather finely' attuned to . each other and to current
patterns .of international trade. Sudden, majOr changes diSrupt the'
system, and along time period is required for adjustment. During this
period, the %apply of energy may oscillate between shortages and
surpluses and prices may rise and fall, as efforts are Made to alter the
overall sstem so that energy suPply anddemand can be broughi into
,balance. Problems of this:sort will tend to recur in such' systems unless
adjUstment times can be shortened, or capabilities to anticipate are -
improved, or redundancies'or, cushions are built into the systems.
Sir-ice many of the disruptions dre political in origin, and cannot be fully
anticipated, redundancy among alternative energy sources and
geeater storage capacity WoUld appear necessary as insUrance. Fot
these several reasons, "energy" iS likely to remain:a serious matter for
many yearS; only the aspects of concern will 'Change. '

The energy problem illustrates the increasing interrelatedness of
different. peoblems. The demand for energy iinposed.by the,/ world's
increasing need for. food ..has already been "noted flie demand' for

-enAgy, to obtain, toteclaim, and to,:proces's mineral, resources is alSo
part of the total -energy problem. The design Of human settlement
patternsthe design of cities and of tlie living and working
environments have great effec4t: for betteror worse, on energy
consumption. In turn, the availability and cost of energy will have a
profound effect on the future evolution of patterns Of production'and
settlernent. And of course; the processes of obtaining fuel, of
transporling iti'df generating electric power, of, energizing the ,

transportation system and industrial plantsall constitute a major
part of the growing "Tivironmental" problem.

The different.roles that scierke plays in relation to the short-run
and long-run aspects of problems are well illustrated by the energy
area. In the short' run it must be largely, policy adjustmentS; rather

othan new technological developments r baic ecodrn.ic or sociil _
cha4es, that rielp, cope with such: prOblerns. In the longer' run,

'technology, as well as' economic Arid social changes, must) provide '
acceptable solutions.

The role of basic scienCe differS for the.different tirne periods. In
the short run, science must,assist in the recognition and interpretition
of the problems, assessment of the available policy options, and
evalUation of the risks al)d likely results of the various choices
available, In the long_ run, its role is to provide the basis for new
optionS2In'the short rUn, only the'established fund of knowledge.:the
results' of.basic research already completed:,can help. In thelong run,



additional basic research can .expand the hind of knowledge and
overcome present inadequacies of understanding. These deficiencies
can prove costly in the_ interim. Some costly examples at present are

4, the insufficiency of reliable knowledge concerning the health effects
of air pollutants, limited' understanding of the behavior of materials
under irradiition (which inhibits nuclear energy development),
limited research on reactor safeqi, limited knowledge with which to
deN'relop alternatives to the internal combustion engine, and limited
geological knowledge concerning the amounts and locations of fuel
and mirteral reserves in ,Kelatively unexplored, areas.
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. The problems known collectively as the "energy probletn" have a
deyeloping parallel.in the minerals area. Trends-in the use and supply
qf nonfuel Minerals closely parallel thoSe exiiting at the time the'

\ -energy problem" became generally recognized: increasing U.S:.
dependence On foreign Sources of supply, rapidly growing wOildwide
demand for ayailable supplies, And rising prices.

The U.S. is almost entirely dependent on foreign sources for Such
critical minerals as asbestos, chromium, diamonds,- manganese,
mercury, nickel, and tin while importing a large fraction of its needs
for Others such as bauxite, copper, gypsum, potash, platinum, and zinc.
These and other minerals are a main source of metals hnd nonmttals
for machinery, "chemicals, fertilizers, construction materials,
communications 4rstems, and various consumer goods. An adequate
supply of minerals is indispensable to an' industrialized society.. .

The accelerating- problem of nonfuel minerals arises from
increasing worldwide demand. Even if the current rate of growth in
world mineral columption leveled off, the anticipated demand for
many minerals between now and the end of the century would require
as much total production as in all previous history. Total mineral
consumption has reached such high levels that the supply problems
are not lidlited just to the United States. Even if the United States were
to reduce its consumptionand possibly its economiC groxivth
consequenceforeign demand for minerals will continue to rises- In
any e'vent, the, United States in the future will either import less
minerals or pay considerablymore for themand probably both.

,



The measures needed to avoid severe dislocations arising from
mineral shortages include substitution, conservation, and recycling.
Such measures emphasize the inseparability of the mineral, energy,
and environment problems. The recovery of metals and nonmetals
from ores and manufactured products ,requires energy; recycling and
substitution help to save both energy and natural resources, and may
improve the quality of the environment; recycling of metals u'sually
requires less energy than t&recovery of the same metals from their
natural ores; and treating pollution leads, in many cases, to the
recovery of valuable materials as well as to reduced environmental
damage.

Recent scientific prospecting on land, based on predictive geoloy
and geophysics, has led to the discovery of several new mineral
deposits, such as copper in Arizona and lead in Missouri. In addition,
remote sensingrecently given a new dimension by the data returned
from NASA's ERTS-1 satelliteis pinpointing new target areas
around the world for minerals exploration.

Geological exploration and research continue to identify poteniial
new sources of scarce minerals. Recent deep-sea explorations suggest
that the "manganese nodule" beds on the sea floor may represent an
extensive supply of manganese, copper, nickel, and cobalt. In addition
to the sea's long-recognized supplies of phosphates for fertilizer,
deposits of iron, copper, zinc, nickel, and cobalt are being located.

Several major advances in the earth sciences over the last 15 years
have led to a greatly improved knowledge of geological processes,
which should contribUte to understanding how and where ore
deposits . form and thereby enhance the ability to predict the location of
concealed resources,, Collectively, these new insights indicate that
useful ores are found where geophysical and geochemical processes
take, place over suf ficient periods of time and under sufficiently
extreme physical conditions to permit adequate differentiation and
concentration of minerals to occur. Certain continental margins are
likely areas for such conditions to have existed.

Very little, however, is known Yet about the internal processes
'involved; much further research is required to clarify them. It appears
that crustal plates, when approaching the continents,' make a
downward plunge and thrust up kilOmeters-thick oceanic sediment.
These sediments are metamorphosed and transformed into the
continental rock that lies above: With more detailed exploi.ation of
these margins and a better understanding of thechemical and physical
processes that take place within them, important ore bodies can
probably be located. These conitinuing advances in knowledge improve
the prospects of a long-term supply of important inneral resources.

While these advances are, prOniising, other efforts, need to be
expanded. *entifie researchparticularlY in fields of . the earth



sciences such as geologY;geochemiStry, IN:wir geophysicsshould be
accelerated in order to tihderstand better how ore deposit's are formed
and to improve techniques for finding them. Increased geological
exploration and advances in technology can help to locate concealed
deposits and make profitable the ilecovery of lower grade ores.'New
technologies can reduce the demand for minerals by developing
Methods for recycling current resourCes and substitlig for less
available materialS. Such efforts in science and technol gy, both in
research and in the number of experts trained, have been deficient in
the past. The widening dimenSions of'the "minerals problem" Calls for
imniediate em5ansion of these efforts.
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Weather and Climate

This subject, like others discussed in the report, has more facets
than4can be properly treated here. Two,, however, merit particular
attention: intentional modification, of weather and inadvertent
alteration of climate. The global imkortance of these facets, combined
with the increasing prospect of human intervention in each, make
both of them matters for concern.

The capability of modifying various severe weather conditions by
"cloud seeding" has been demonstrated in several experiments.
Seeding, for example, appears to reduce the high winds of hurricanes,
thereby lessening their destructiveness. 'Hurricane Agnes in 1972
provides a vivid illustration of the dama hat can be caused by Such
storms. Although Agnes was predicted s ver days in a,dvance and the
movement closely monitored and wide y rep rted, the hurrane Still
caused some 120 death's and $3.5 bijli n in property damage. Oh a
much- more tragic scale was the tropical storm which devastated
Bangladesh in,1970, leaving at least 200,000 dead.

Cloud seeding technology, in addition, has proven effective in
'suppressing hail storms (which cause considerable damage to farm
crops) and appears promising for reducing the damage from lightning.
Ahd the ,dispersal of "cold"' fog by seeding has become a cornmon
operational technique at'several airports.

A number of recent experiments, appear to ,corifirm t'at cloud
seeding, under favorable meteorological conditiOns, cah increase (or
decrease) local rain or snowfall by a significant emount. The use of this
capability 'is increasingly proposed, as e megis tO relieve drought
conditions and to help assure an adequate supply of wker for



agricultural, inctuStrial, and muirrdn pal uses. Cloud seedifig technology
for these purposes, however, is still at an experinientalstage. Before it
can be employed on a practical basis, much more must be learned about
the specific conditions under which a particular seeding treatment
produces the desired cloud' response, In addition, the impact of
successful seeding in one region on the precipitation in adjacent and
distant regions must be better understood. Furthermore, the seeding
technology needs tb be improved in order to provide ?for closer and
more reliable control over thp extent of the modification...

But the most per,Plexing problems inVolved in modifying the
amount of rain and snow may notbe scientific or technologiCal. They
center, instead, around the economic, political, and social implications
of such weather modifitation. Unlike the mitigation of storms and
severe weather, almost any change in pregipitation is likely to be
Advantagegus to some,but harmful to others. Under these conditions;
how are the disadvantaged groups to be complensated? Modificdtion in
One region -may affect the precipitation in adjoining or even distant
regions. How is it, to be deCided when..and 'where weather is to be
modified? These .are onlY a few taf the baffling issues that Stand
betWeen the present limited capability for modifying weather and the
realization of a system For managing preciPitation.

While publiC, ittentict has -fbcused largely on intentional
modification of weither, there:is growing concern over the possibility
of the inadvertent_Modification of climate. Specific examples of these
concerns include the recent debate over the possible effects of the SST
on the global atmosphere, iinpacts of the heat oUtput frOm large power
plants, and the effects of the higher temperattres and particulate
emissions of cities on downWind rainfall:

Huinan activity may be involved on an even broader scale in
Changing the global climate. The growth and pattern of agricultural'
aricl industrial development over the last century may have influenced
the mean temperature of the world. Warming temperatures prevailed
for about 100 years, froni the mic1-19th 'tci the anid-Oth centuries,
following the "little ice'age" WhiCh lasted some 200 years. During the .

last 20-30 years, world temperature has fallen, irregularly at first but
more sharply over the last decade .

ne cause of the cooling trend is not known with certainty. But
there is increasing concern that man himself may be implicated, not
only in the recent Coaling trench but also in the warming temperature§
over the -last century. ::According to this view, activities of the
expanding hunian population,especially those inVolved with the
burning of fossil :fueISraised the carbon dioxide - cOntent of the
atmosphere, which'acts. as a "greenhouse" for retaining the heat
radiated from the earth's surface. This; it is believed, may have
produced the warming tempera tures- aftpr the mid-19th century: But
simultaneously, aecording to this view, growing industrialization and



'the spread of agricultUre introduced ingeasing quantities of dust into
the atmosphere which reduced the amount of solar radiatian reaching
the earth, By the middle of this century, the cooling effect of the dust
particles More.than Compensated far the warming effett of the carbon
dioxide, and world temperature began to fall,

-.The colder _temperatures have been 'acCeimpanied hy marked
changes in the circulation patterns of the atmosphere, which are prime
deterrninerS of\Weather. Several consequences of these reCent climatic
changes have been observed: midsurntner frOsts and :record Cold
autiamns in the Midwest of the United StateS, shortening of the crop
season in Great Britain, and the southward intrusion of sea-ice On the
shores of Iceland. ITiosSibly linked to these changes in temperature and
circidation is the occUrrence'of ari, unusually large number of severe
storMs in many , parts of 'the world, and the development of a
Calamitous' draught belt extending around the world, passing through

, the, sub-Sahara,. Middle. East,' India, 'China's Yangtze Valley, and .

Central America...
18,The state of knowledge regarding ,climate and its changes is too

limited to predict reliably whether the present,.unanticipated cooling,
trend will continue, or to forecast probablechanges in preciPita non
the trend perSists..The practical Consequences of an extended cOoling
periodthe effects on food PraductiOn, eriergY consumption, and the
location of human settlementsmake it important tO Monitor climatic
ch4ages closely and widely, tb deterrnine their cause, partiCtilarry.the
role of human activities, and to,seek countermeasures.

The atmospheric scienceS have-actyanced considerably in the laSt
20 years, in part because of, access to-sophistitated devices and facilities'

resolution and doppl rradar, high altitude aircraft; and rOcket arid:,
developed fOr: natioal defense . and space purposes (e.g:,, high

satellite 'observation platforms). One small indication of the progresS.
is the-,current ability to make 48-hour weather fOrecasts
comParable in quality tdi earlier 24.-hour.forecasts. While segMentS bf:
the total Weather and climate system are yielding tO Understanding',
only in the most recent years has it been.possible to hegin studying the
system as a whole. Even how, Only the broadest limits can be placed on

'the magnitu,de of natural and man-made influences on weather' arid
climate. There, i5 probably less agreement now, for examPle, on the
likely effects of carbon dioxide than there was a &Cade ago, When the
cOMplexity of the overall system Was not yet appreciated. There is also
lack of agreement, as tO 'Whether- the,particulate content cif the
atmbsphere is primarily.the7product of hinirvan actiyity in agriculture
and.indust-1 or Of natural cause:- ,uch as yalcanic:4uSt. .

Befo7 ...uch questions as, :1-1,2se can be l'esolyed, major advances
must be understand:nsz, fhe cheMistry and physic§ of the
atMosPher:.- and oceans, and :7 measuring and tracing particulates
through tr-,E- system. Coinpre7.ensie models which. integrate the



many interacting components of the system must be developed and
tested. Advances in technology are needed for measuring and
Monitoring the system, as well as for ameliorating the deleterious
effects of man and 'nature. Finally, greater understanding of the
economic, legal, and social implication9, atssociated with changes in
Weather and climate are needed.
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Environmental probleins arise from the interaction between man
and his activities On the one hand and with resources, biota, and
environments on the other. Managing the environment so as to
maintain its viabilitywhile satisfying human needs and aspirations, is
an increasingly formidable challenge.

Thereis a grea t variety of extant and potential problems of local or
temporary contamination of the environment. There Sre; in addition,
two general sefs of problems which are of considerable concern:
irreversible- entry of polltitants into ihe environment, and the
determipation of tolerdble levels of environmental contaminantsc-
CUrrentInowledge is inadequate foi dealing satisfactorily with either
set of problerns. - i

Some materials,r'eithers synthetic or naturally occurring', when
dispersed in the environment are, for .all practical purposes,,
irretrievable. Once in the erivironment;the materials may accumulate
to harmful leyels. One example of this is the heavy metals and'fission
products produced in nuclear reactors and in nuClear explosions.
Another example of irreversible entry is the dispersion of solid small
partfcles such as fly ash, asbestos, and talc into the atmosphere. If
these particles are resistant to deitruCtion, they beconie a part of tbe
eartWs surface: solids and are reintroduced continuously into the
atinosPhere. The extant and potential effects of such atmospnenc
mixing are nctt yet known. Most of these particles are proba r:. y
removed froM the atrtiosphere by settling or precipitation, but It
is known about the threat posed to htiman hea:trtItty-khe particles
they reach the eartti's surface:

Asbcvstos particles illustrate this probiem. They enter =le
atmospiterein alvar-iet- of -lays,: in-mining the material, in -building
insulation, in the inc ration of .,jraste.: in me aemolition, of old
buildings. Asbestosis, .:_ng ind ---,sotheliorna afflict' iierS":



exposed to asbestos and even others less direttly exposed, such as their ,
families. These toxic properties have only recently been recognized,'

- even though asbestos as a natural Mineral has been used for centuries.
,

A" second seneral set of problems concerns the determination Of
acceptable levels of pollutants in Mir surrpyndings. Most ,pollutants

. are naturallydisPersed or removed', timately; from the environment..I

But they can reach local cotiCentrati ns_which endanger health, either
because of accomianying unusual conditions (such as atmospheric
inversions) or through long-term, lowlevel expbsitie. Pollutants

7.:

Occurring in this latter, mori subtle, -form may also _ produce
undesirable alterations in the Chemigtry of the planet, its Climate, and
its complex ecologies. Compounding the problem is the possibility that
new pollutants may grow to a dangerOusivelbefOretheir deleterious
effects are deteCted. This is. especially trite when thei'e is a long tirrie lag
between exposure and the subsequent aPpearance of a deleterious

. impact, e.g., in the case of 'aromatic amines and bladder cancer,: a
'decade Or more intervenes between eiipo§ure, and apPearance ',of
lesions. ..

. 'The rational determination of acCePtable.Concentration levels of..
pollutants is :a vexing problemfor society and'science. "Safe limits
'may be -set which are more stringent than neFessary, thus imposing
excessive economic and §ocial Costs; on the.dther hand, if limits areSet
too liberally, the reSulting daMageseen only,in retrospect-,td the
environment and health may,be great. ,

,.,

,The current stock of knowledge regardingjj environment is
more descriptive than explanaforY and predictive. Base line
measurements are needed to gauge changes in the state of the,
environment, `and irnpfoved analysis. :of, ecological structure and
process, is required to forecast the environmental consequences of
alternative policies .:1-,-... technologies: Two general apprOaches are
available for eZpanC:ng. :he stock of kno vledge. The first consists of :

tracing iJollutantS fr.,troh the environment in an effort to determine
their% gources, routes rates; and fates which heir. , 73 reveal the
environmental, intera..::-:ons as well, as tne opport-,17=res to prevent,
control, or repair ecolrgocal darnage; The -:econd arr-rrach inviillg the
response of ecosy-,-rnstheir org_inisin5, ---:.--2.-_ictivity-r: and
structureto pertt:=::-.ions that e.: :-ed t - -rt.- al range of
environmental char

New apr- Jacr.:', .-r-DrOve -,-,.-..earch ii.trztec.i_f.,i are needed,
especially for _;ettinir. ._ -:eprr_Dle limits .)ri polktinr-.t le- :els,associated
with long-term, low- :.-el e'. iz)sure. C. :tesuci: igrorc:ich is based on
the possibility that --oz=s in the communit:,- erruc-:ure Of land or
marine orginisms mr eici clear and trnely slit:ILL: c--:' harmful levels

,of pollutori:s in adv,--.: of cheinicz. deteCtio: -7-re detection. of
chromosome aberran:- -:- changes in DhYsiolo:- -7. ooth higher and
lower organisms. also be a .usefu. --.7 roach. Several':

,
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methodological problems must be overcome, however, before these
and similar approaches can provide reliable, early-warning signals of
impending threats.

It is clearthatenvironmental problems are often not exclusively.
scientific in character, in that they involve human values and economic
and social considerations, es well as scientific knowledge. The
aesthetic value of wild landscapes or the desirability of urban open
space illustrates this characteristic. Science canprovide understanding
and alternatives based on knowledge, but society-must choose from
among the alternative based on thvelative importance it attaches to
the values affected. .
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Ttlethallenges in Perspective

The prinfeval challenge of the unknown and a multitude 'of
challenges of the 'natural environment still- confront us. Social
problems, though greatly changed, still Persist and in some ways have
intensified in recent years. But it is the chaPenges created by mark's
increasing , power to shape the future that are escalating most
dramatically.

Because of the ,interdePendencies characterizing the modern
world and because of the rapid rates of ch.- -ge, chalk rzes such aS
thoseoutlined are becoming more d;ce;cult with---la_T:ficult both

ror society at large and the :entific Community.
.

interdependencies., sirain :he capz,Aties of organizations and decision
processes. Problems n )w cut across fr 2 organizational and
jurisdictional bOtindaries that were more c- less congruent with
problems in the past informed decisions now require aSsessmenf of a
multitude of ramificatior.,, and !inter:ions, but the extensive
knowledge and understanziLng needed nese assessments are not
always available, nor are :nstitution: _,entives always present,to
encourage such as'sessmer:s. ofr .

Rapid rates of change 71ace add:71- bur3ens on organizations
and deciSiori 'processes. Tlapid wnile diminishing the
opportunity to look anea .ne ::nowledge required for. ,
reliable insights into the 7...iture. Rag 3 cr.ange also reduces the
releVance of Precedent, o: custom, c: traditioiiil values, and of
conventional wisdom as gg:des for dedsior As the rate of change
quickens, society's decisic-h and rules Muss Ither be continuously



reformulated or else foUnded- on deeper strata of, knowledge and
understanding. Othe'rwise, shifting circumstances will quickly erode
their applicability, and they.'are likely to become part of the problem
rather than the solution.

With slower rates of change, past answers are a better guide, and °
the occasionally needed revisions can be formulated, tested, 4nd.
revised after .problems are already upon us. With faster rates 'of
change, problems need to be foreseen rather than experienced, and the
consequences of policy choices need to be anticipated rather than
discovered. The task of foreseeing problems and predicting policy
outcomes is, however, immensely more dkfficult than the task of
reacting to events and adjusting policies.by tiial and, error. Of course,
no amount of science, 6r rational analysis can guarantee perfect
foresight or the discoieripf..all possible options, but lack of perfection
is no argument for qailing tO' make the best POssible uSe of the
intellectual tools available, or for failing to take advantage of every .
opportunity jo add to these tools.

Interdependencies and rapid 'change also strain the capacities of
Our current fund of scientific knowledge 66141 our current research
niethodologies. The need is increasing for knowledge of the multitude
of interdependent factors and processes involved in the -.Flanges, as
well as fOr 'experimental and analytic rnethodc,,gy i,,.;plicable to

, complex, unique, rapidly evolving systems, iricludn%4.social systems,



ADEQUACY OF SCIENCE TO MEET

THE CHALLENGES:

TWO ILLUSTRATIVE TESTS

In this chapter some of the major challenges discussed earlier are
translated into the derived challenges posed for science. The adequacy
of the existing---ase pf scientific knowledge to meet these challengeseis
assessed and in this base, which must be filled in the future, aie
identified.

Science. cz_n .proide objecfive understanding of the nature and
liimensions of achsch problern.,,and offer alternate approaches to its .
possible sc;lution. Th scientifiO knowledge base and the capacity to use
it are necessary, bu- not sufficient, prerequisites for, alleviating the
large and complex 7roblerns noted in this report. To these must be
added,a viable and sustained level of societal commitment to solving
the problems, expressed in appi-opriate fiscal, institutiOnal, political,
and social terms.

Each of tnese elements must be present in sufficient strength if
challenges o- .the magnitude discussed herein are to be met
successfully. ::.-ubsequent attention in this chapter, however, will focus
on the essent:al scientific_aspects.

For the purpose of assessing the adequacy of science to meet these
challenges, two problems are selected as illustrations: "energy" and
"cancer." These problems were' selected as examples only; similar
analyses could be made of each of the other challenges, and similar
general findings probably would be obtained. The two examples,
however, have certain desirable characteristics for the present
purpose: "energy" and "cancer represent quite different kinds of
'problems; the core scientific disciplines involved differ in ihe two
cases, although some overlap exists among supporting disciplines;
each problem satisfies, to some extent, the two societal criteria cited
above for successfully meeting complex challenges; and both are the
subject of recently irfitiated national programs aimed at responding to ,
the challenges they^ represent.



Cancer..

Some 50 million Americans living today will be-afflicted with
cancer and two-thirds of them will die from the diseaSe, if present
trends spontinye. One a eVery sik deaths in the United Skates is now
attributable to cancer, a- toll that is exceeded ofily by deaths from'
cardiovascular diseases. Almost halfof those'who die ftom cancer are\
les§ than 65 yotrs of age, with leukemia being the major diseaseskiller
Of children under 15 years of age. The incidence of cancer and the
mortality from it have increased steadily over the last 40 or so years for
which statistics on the disease are available.

The Growing Science Base

During the same Reriod remarkable progress was made in the
understanding of lying organisms. Within the overall advancesin the
biblOoical ,scienc to whieh chemistry and physics made major
contObutions-7-weremany fundainental advances in biochemistry arid

its Lderivatw such as imlnunochemistry, cellular genetics, cell
biolOg&mOlecular biology, and virology. Progress' in these areas
exPandedithe -knowledge of normal cells, providing new insights and
. 0- -

greater understainding of their Structure, functioning, and division.'
Most of this ynori;ledge was acquired through basic research designed
primarily to extend the realm of scientific understanding, rather than

'for its Ootenfial applications.

This understanding, however, proVided the basis for elutidating
differences between normal and cancerods cells, ah- essential step in
determining the nature of cancer and in dei7eloping approaches for

preventing and treating the disease. The resulting characterization of

cancer is that of Uncontrolled proliferation of malignant cells which

fail to receive or respond to signals to halt further division. Instead of

an orderly distribution of tells in,the surrounding tissue, th'e spatial

arrangement of malignant cells -appeirs to be randombr haphazard.
And in contrast to the spread of normal cas,, cancerous cells may
becoine detached from a tumor and move to another .site,sometimes
remote, where a new tumor is started.

Research over this period also provided insights intO the -factors

which initiate cancer. There appears to be no single cause of the
diseaseow- perhaps more properly, "diseases." Indeed; it -is not yet
clear whether cancer issa single disease that i5 manifested in various
forms, or many diseases that exhibit.similar symptoms. Many facfors

appear to play an influential role, inchiding, bekedity Aand the
individual's own meiabolic, hormonal, andlimmunOloAical responses. '

In addition, man'S own acts may be involvea in a causal way. Some 80-
,85 percent of all cancers are estimated to have an environmental cause,



resulting from exposure to- a variety of agentschemicals, viruses
and ionizing radiqion:--en'arly of which are man-made.

The varkus lines of research,which were undertaken primarily to
forther the understanding of normal Abiological processes, laid the
basis for se%;eral therapeutic approaches to cancer. These included the
use of Chemicals (drugs) which interfered with or inhibited the
continued-growth of certain types of cancerous cells, as well as surgical
and radiological techniques. These therapies, used singly and in -
combination, now permit a significant degree-of success in treating
several, types of cancerchildhood leukemia, Hodgkin's disease,
choriocarcinoma, skin cancer, prostate cancer, and cancer of the
uterine cervix.

By the yarly 1970s, progress in the understanding of normal cell
biology and in sortie approathes to chemotherapy seemed sufficient to
convince some scientists that the stage had been set for a major,
focused. attack on cancer,

The National- Cancer- Program Plan

The elimination of cancer was announced as a national goal in
1971, and the National Cancer Institute was directed by the President
to prepare a. National Cancer Program Plan. Assisted by several
hundred of the most knowledgeable scientists in the co)4ntry, the
Ipstitute prepareCI a Plan of effort 'which was published irt 973. The

os salient of the several volumes compriising the Plan are "The
StrVegic Plan" and 'Digest of Scientific Recommendations for the
National Caricer Program Plan."

The ultimate goal of cancer research is the development,of means
for eliminating human cancer. Toward tijis end, the National Cancer
Program Goal has been defined as follo s:

To develop, through research and development efforts, the means
to , significantly reduce the incidence ,of cancer and human
morbidity 'and mortality from cancer bye

preventing as many cancers as possible
curing patients who develop cancer
providing maximum palliation to patients not cured
rehabihtating treated patients io as-aearly normal a state as _

possible.

The Program, it should be noted, is one of research anct,
development, not of .the delivery of health care. The ultimate
3alleviation of cancer is to be achieved through the application of
iesearch results by medical and publichealth ptactitioners, although a



compOnent of the Program is designjcN hasten the 'practical
application of results from 'the research 1)/ %acrt.

1 ,i/ -,,,, devj
-

Toward the attainment Of ttiis Goat, I, - ,roin as sed which
delineated seven major Objectives:

- -
1. Develop the means jo reduce the; Ifectivene55 of external
agents for producing Canter. ,,,1 .

2. Develop the means to modify,andvt 1..15 in order totll' iromize
,

1 ,
thes risk of cai cer development. af ,,
3. lieVelop the Means to prevent. trt,17 \irroatioh or n()rrnal'cells

k..ko-cells ci viable of forming cancer.
4. Develop the Means to prevent piV/II\egsion of EreezIncerous
cells to .cancer, the doieloprnent of l',Aers from Precancerous
cocidition, and spread of dancers frt).i/till\ornAry sites-
5. Develop the meatis to achieve an ki k`w assessfrer)rof (a) the
risk'Of developing cancer in indivicItiod in poptlIation groups ,

and (b) the pre'senCe, extent and /, )ble course k)f existing
cancers. .. 1)7,,,,`

6, Develo,i5 the means to cure canc l, Y , ots
. r le

it,to Qontrol the
-progress of cancer. 9
7. Develop the means to improve ,t ., e a f Cancer

,

patients.:-

it-is not' the purpose or &us report t) whether,' ihdeed, the' .

stage had. been 'set adequately kir' ihe illist)`'t, effort which this Plan
entails.Nor is the purpc ;e to assesslhe stri.ktore t)f- th e Rm.

L.and its balance, Or po comment on tncrels re.s0urce5 Yvhie.h 5houlq
be applied to the several program elemeilte,i purpo5eritther, is to
emphasize the' criticality of fundamentm V \logical understi'Inding to

. thesOccess of the total' endeavor.

Adeqoaey of the Current State Qf Nsic Rewarch

A successful and efficient attack tyi,/,ittcer.----tar 011 aily of the
problems discu9l4ed in this reportrec.-We qn. adequate It'vd of .bask
scientik knoWledge. Sifich knowledge Is 7tASsoary for unklerstanding
the'. nature of the 'problem, the etiology."Oarnies, .1.pd,sYn;ptpms, of
the disease(0: In the absenceof this knotde, the probi,letl)cannntbe
clefined with sufficient .preCiSion to *Pm /117.---f-Llsic.,-11t,wie,oge js

needed ...also to prOvide, plausible . J.V1.0aches tc). the ['rub-
lem---directions of' attack which- can. bt, 1,11erriented 3nd.\vhich
some promise- of succ'es. Without thi,s Li%vee O.F,10-10Viedice; a.hy
approaCh is-perforcetrial and error a nd-tif,itt depend
events for itsmivess. Lacking an ,140.+1; baserof
efforts to cope wilh cancer are:likely t.t. -arid-aro:.cert4ih to waste
Valuable resources and precious-time process. s



IS thestate of scientific knowledge regarding the nature of cancer
adequate to develop an effective plan:for ameliorating the disease? The
fact that'a program of research and development could be formulated
at all suggests that the current knowledge base is sufficient kir this
Purpose. Formulation of a detailed Plan was posSible only because of
the diverse clues obtained from earlier re'search.

The existence of crucial knowledge gaps is exphcitly recognized in
the Plan:. Indeed, much of the planned effort consists of basic (non.,
targeted) reSearch to extend the base of scientific knowledge. In thi4
regard, "The StrategiC Plan" states:

Our 'areas of ignorance are still large, and caution must be
exercised .to assure that the total attack is well .balanced
between non-targeted and targeted research.

The pivotal role c)f basic °research in achiev ng the Objectives of
the Program is emphasized also in the igest of Scientific "
Recommendations for the National Cancer Prog Plan":P

The very fOundations of cell biokigY, molecular biology and
immunology must be strengthened and the entire structure ,

must be enlarged and possibly remodeled . . .

t.
Acco'rdingly, several approaches to the attainment Of each major

. Objective have been delineated and, within each appeoach, a large
number f Approach , Elements, i.e., highly specific defined
subobjectives. To illustrate, Objective 3 above is to develop means to
prevent transformation of normal cells to cells capable of forming
cancers. The alternate apProaches to that Objective are: (a) study the
nature and modification of the precancerous state .and determine
mechanisms accounting for high degrees of stability of cell function;
(b) delineate; the nature and rate Of oncogenic cell transforniations ih
carcinogenesis (include aspects of cell culture and viruSes); (c)
investigate cellular and 'organismal modifiers of the transformation
and Promotion processes; (dh .identify immtmol)gic aspects of
transformation; and (e) study cell surfaces and cell membranes.

The Approach Elements' are numerous, as illustrated by the
following random sampling'of "elements"associated with Objective3;
to elucidate mechanisms of DNA replication and repair in normal and ,

Cancer cells;; to characterize the, Molecular basis .for developinent,
stability, anki inheritance of differentiated cells; to delineate the
interaction;of precancerous cells with their host; to dehneate cancer
genornes through manipulation,of cells or chromosomes; to define the
relationship of mutagenesis to carcinogenesis; to characterize
molecular.specieS involved in exPression of cancer genomes; to extend
studies on the biolo'gy, molecular bjology,, genetics; and enzythology of.
oncogeMc virnses; todetermine the role of hormones in cancer; to
determin'e the role (trattr'itiOn in cancer; to'define the genetic hasis of

,
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the immune re'sponse; to study the composition, structute, and
function of normal and cancer cell Membranes; and to define the.role
of membrane antigens in tumor developmen,t and rejection.

The varidus and diverse Approaches outlined in the Plan share a
common and important characteristic: the' basic role of fundamental
understanding of biological processes in attaining the Goat of the

-Program. Success is conditioned entirelY upbn gaining sufficient
understanding of the normal life of a tissue cell, and the manner in
which it is altered after the neoplastic transformation,

One of the largest gaps in modern biology is detailed knowledge
about the mechanism of normal cell differentiation,and the means by.'
which such cells maintain their stability throughout life. The question
of how normal cells . acquire and maintain their 'differentiated
character encompasses some of the most important unknowns in cell
biology. The answer tO- this questionwhich will require much
fundamental research.,is essential to a successful attk on cancer.

Although clues abound, there,is.as yet no satisfactory descriptidn
-:lof the fundamental nature of the heoplastic transformation involved

in cancer. Indeed, present knowledge is inSufficient to assure thaethe
structure or function which is altered in the course of .that
twnsformation has been properly described.. Even if this. critical
information were available, a large effort woufa'still be required to
.achieve the major Program Objec-tives, for success will require
answers to most of the other questiohs, posed.

If human cancers. are caused by viruseswhether they invade
from without or a're carried in the genome from'birthit is not clear
what those viruses aitually dO that results in malignancy. To repeat, it
is difficult to understand how- malignant cells .escapeil-from an
otherwise normal organ, when understandingjs lacking of what
prevents normal cells from doing so. Plainly,, since cancerous cells
differentiate and undergo repeated divisions, they escape from some-
control mechanism. But the nature. of the control mechanisms
operative in the normal cell itself is 'totally unknown.

On the sUrface of cancer cells are macromolecules, knoWn only by
their immunological properties, vVhich are not present on the surface
of the normal cells from which the cancer cells developed. But the
relationship; if any, between the presence of these mactomoleCules
and the uncontrolled growth and diffusion of cancer cells is unkrioWn
at presLt,int. Whether the macromolecules (which are called ''turnor
antigen9") iare a primary aspect . of neoplasia, or .a secondar,y
consequence, remains to be established..;*Their .presence, however,
furnisheS 'another possible clue.. It may 'be that the neoplastic
transformation is not a rare.event which inevitably Isads to cancer but
rather, a frequent process which relatively rarely culminates i the
disease. This coUld be 'the case if such transformed cells are usually
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destroyed by the normal immune system which recognizes the.,
modified cells as "foreign," because of their new surface antigens.
Were this the case, an important clue would lie in understanding why
the immune system sometimes fails to, reCognize or destroy the
foreign cell, thus permitting neoplasia.

These few details are offered not so much for the insight they
afford into the nature of cancer, but rather to emphasize that, even
now, attempts to deal with the disease are limited hy the fact that the
understanding of neoplasia is still at a primitive, desCriptive level,
limited by understanding of normal biology. Success in attaining the
ultimate goals of the Plan depends upon gathering a sufficient body of
information ,along the lines indicated by the numerous Approach,
Elements of the National Cancer Program Plan. The possibilities for
early diagnosis, for prevention, or for definitive therapy could be
-markedly enhanced by such knowledge. But even then, corisiderable'
additional effort would remain before the Objectives of the Plan could
be realized.

The translation of .fundamental understanding into..effective
therapeutic approaches is a major goal of the,_ Program. Current
therapeutic approaches rest on empiricism and a rather general level of
understanding. Por example; radiation is known tobe injurious to cells
in mitosis; hence, diViding cancerous cells should be more susceptible
to radiation than normal cells. Again, cell division requires synthesis of
DNA, the genetic material in chromosomes; hence, chemicals which
can interfere with DNA synthesis are candidates for use as anticancer
drugs. But both radiation and such drugs have only limited usefulness.
because of their inefficiency and the fact that they damagenormally
dividing cells such as those of the bone marrow. What is required is a
family of agents directed more closely at the processes involved in the
neoplastic transformation. No such agent is available nor can
process in question be described. Even when that knowled is in
hand, the remaining task will be formidable. An illustrati of the
,difficulty of this task may be drawn from another major disease:
essential or malignant hypertension. It is now known that this disease,
in many instances, is the consequence of an alteration in the kidney
which results in liberation into the blood plasma of an enzyme, renin.
This enzyme catalyzes the removal from a normal serum protein of a
decapeptide, a linear chain of 10 amino acids of known composition. ,

The terminal two amino acids of the decapeptide are removed by a
second enzyme contained in normal blood plasma, yielding an
octapeptide, a chain of eight amino acids called "angiotension II," the
most powerful pressor agent known. If a drug were available which
could inhibit either of the two enzymes involved in this. process, it
could serve as a definitive therapeutic agent for malignant
hypertension. Unfortunately, no such inhibitor is known as yet.
Alternatively, were there an otherwise innocuous compound which
could mimic angiotension but not cause arteriolar constriction, it too



could serve as the ideal -antihpertensive drug°. But effort g. in this
::directiort remain unsuccessful, and this disease remains a serious

health Problem. By analogy, if there is some parallel alteration In the
chemical life of the cancerbus cell, the way miiht,be opened to an
equivalent rational therapeutic approach. The 'need tMoek elsewhere
for a persuasive example of a promising current approaCh-tO therapy
underscores the current state of ignorance regarding the essential
nature of cancer.

The broad sweep of the National Cancer Progpm plan for
advancing basic understanding requires contributions from many
scientific fields. The biological sciences, of course, constitute the core
disciplines, with a central role for biochemistry, cell biology, molecular.

:biology, immunology, and oncology:Chemistry is also a key field of
research ranging from the detection and analysis of airz,borne
carcinogens to the synthesis of new drugs. Mathematics will become .
increasingly important in "modeling" cancer which, in turn, Means
new uses of computers and perhaps the design of special purpose ,
computers and associated *languages. In addition to these indiVidual
disciplinary efforts, increasing numbers of engibeers, statisticians,*
and epidemiologists needed tO work with biomedical research

teams.

The involyement of a large part of the total spectrum of scientific
disciplines is necessitated by the complexity of the cancer problem, the
large gaps in essential knowledge, and the broad scope of the plan of
attack. ComprehensiVe and concerted efforts tetdeal With any of the
problems discussed previously in this report would -require the
contributions of a similSrly large array of scientific disciplines. The
only difference would lie in the relative mix of disciplines which must
be marshaled.

Scientific Manpower Requirements

The National Cancer Program Plan calls for an operating level of
apriroximately 13,500 professional research scientists,1 with some
11,000 of these needed for the component of the National Program to
be supported by the National Cancer Institute. This operAing level is
to be reached by fiscal year 1982; building from an estimated level of

5,500 scientists in fiscal year 1972.

The available scientific manpower (along With associated facilities
,and supporting resources) is a major constraint'on themore 'rapid

I A research,scientist is defined as one holding an M.D. or Ph.D., or egavalent
degree, who is responsible for the cOnduct andlordirection of particular research tasks.
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expansion Of the overall Cancer Program. As noted in "Th rategic
Plan," to achieve tthe target operating level at this time "is not only
impossible from the scientific standpoint but impractical and
undesirable from the stedpoint of impact on national biomedical
resources."As the Program is steadily expanded, the requiredresearch
scientists are to be drawn from the growing research manpower pool.
In addition, training programs are planned for "filling specific critical,scientificdiscipline deficiencies."

In spite of these measures, "a deficiency in the number of
scientists may begin to occur in FY75 and may continue to increase as
the program expands." This estimate applies to the total number of
research scientists needed for the Program, and does not include the
specific disciplines in which deficiencies are expected. Critical
deficiencies, however, exist currently in the scientific areas of
carcinogenesis, immunologx, cancer biology,, epidemiology, and
pharmacology, according to a preliminary analysis presented in "The
Strategic Plan."

Scientific manpower deficiencies, such as these, are likely to occur
at the outSet of any large, new effort involving research nct develop-

.

rlient as a majdr component. These deficiencies, furthermore, are
likely to persist for several years, unless existing programs employing
the needed scientists are reduced, because of the long time period
required for training scientists. Thus, the existing scientific
manpowerand the time lag in expanding the supplywill generally
act as a major constraint on the rate of growth of new R&D,intensive
programs.

Pro,spects for ,the Cancer Program

The success of the National Cancer Program will depend directly
upon the continuing progress of- fundamental biological science.,
Success lies, more particularly, in reaching an understanding of the
nature of a living normal cell and the alterations to which it is subject.

The basic research which must be done to achieve this
Understanding cannot 13* given more than broad, gener'al direction.
Given sufficient support and resources, the research must follow its
own leads, the intellectual strUcture building upon the platform
already constructed. It is of little consequence to society whether.this
very _large area of fundamental 'biology is formally viewed 'and
f-nancially supported -as "cancer research'' or simply as "fundanietital
ellular biology;" The same scientific community will be enlisted in the
ask, and those investigatOrs who focus on "the nature of canc, r." will

continue to gather clues in the attempt to develop the'underst, nding
required so that the societal goals envisioned by the National Cancer
Program Plan may one day be reached,
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Energy

The pattern of energy use underlie's, shapes, and reflects a
culture. Few other factors impact so pervasively on human life. The
forms, quantity, and, cost of available.energ,y determine the Possible
variety-in human .settlements; conaition the economic and social.'
structure of society; and influence the .direction'and rate of economic .
groWth, level, and type of employment, forms of technology,methods
of food -production, nd life styles. Thus, sudden and . significant
changeS in the pattern of energy availability and use can be profoundly
disniptivenationally and internatiOnally.

Consumption of energy on a worldwide basis has increased by
some 6 percent angually for several years. This amounts to a doubling
every 12 years of the quantity of energy consumed. For the United.
States, growth in 'consumption ayeraged 4.3 percent Over the past
decade, vjhile rising to almost 5 percent in recent years. Growth rates
for most other develOped countries have far exceeded those-of the
United States in the last few years. Even so,.the U.S. consumes a third
of all energy used in the world, while having only 6 percent of its
population. On a per capita basis, U.S. consumption is some six times
that of the world average, with the difference between the United
States .and many developing nations being as much as a factor of 100.

"'hile the U.S. rat( if d nand f en rgy rose to nearly 5 percent
ann y, domestic pro_ ,:c: -I grew a steady rate of some 3 percent
ann :y. The'result t\-.., .-n.- Icreasing reliance on importsprimarily

.
in t- in-m Of petrol: the first half ot 1973, the United States
-imp :-.2d 17 percent otal energy consumption, including 33
percen:. of its petroleu 7- :_! chief suppliers of ihe imported energy
were the Organizatie , ..'troleum Exporting Countries (OPEC).

In the fal of 1973; these nations quadriipled the priceof,imported
oil. It is est ated that,, as a reSult of, khese higher prices, U.S.
expenditures for foreign and domestic oil alone will rise by $26 billion
in 1974, Furtherinore, the same price -increases are expected to add 2 !

,precent t6 the U.S. in flatiwi'rate in_ 19741

Precedirrg. 'these develOpments by a few monthS was a directive
from. the ['resident to the Chairman of, the 'Atomic 'Enetiy :

Commission to"undertake an iMmediate review of,Fedetal and private '
energy research arid development activities..aq to recommend an
integrated 'energy research and development program fOr the NatiOn."
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The National Energy Program

The report2 presenting the recommended Energy Program fctrthe
Nation was presented to the Prdsident in December of 1973. Like the

1 National Cancer Program Plan, the development of the National) Energy Trogram was assisted by ethe advice of several hundred
scientists, engineers, and technologists from all sectors.,

)
The recohimended, Program, it should be noted, encompasses

many aspects other than energy-related R&D such as economic, in-
stitutional, and legal considerations. The overall goals of the Program

- call for the Nation to "regain energy self-sufficiency by
1980" and to "maintain that self-sufficiency at minimal dollar,
environmental, and social costs." The objective of the National Energy
R& Program is to assiSt achieving these goals through research
and

yi in
evelopment.

The major tasks "required to regain and sustain self-sUfficiency"
were idenfified as: _

1

Task -1. Conaterve eneegy by reducji; cor ti n and
conserve ener ,--. resr urces b, incr, .-;ing te hnical
effiCiency of cc- ersiu procpsses.

Task 2. Increas ornt ic production ot (lit a --. .:.-.ural gas as
rapidly as possi:- -

Task 3...Increast :._ Ltz.,' of coal, first to suppl- -_,nt and later
. to replace. oil ah_ atural gas.

Task 4.- Expand r -Toduction of nuclear ep- -gy as rapidly
as. possible, firs: supplement and later, to replace fo'ssil
energY...

.-i

Tas1f 5! Promote, t6 the maximum extent Peasible, the use'of
ren able energy sources (hydro, geothermal,, solar) and
ursue the promise of fusion and central sta tion solar power.

The National Energy R&D Program is to .help accornplish these
tasks. The specific technological objectives of the R&D program' were
defined in terMs of three time periods as follows:

Near-, Or Short-Term (Present to 1985)
This category includes research and developMent

objectives that enhance the iMplementation existing
technologies, identify additiOnal resources, and improve the

rite ,PlatidiC5 Eni!rSy Future, a Teport to. the President of thiy.Uriited States U.S.
.Governineni Printing Office, lArashington,.04.C., 1073:.



efficiency of existing techniqUes, practkes, -.and proceses.
Particular attention is given to removing barriers to public
acceptance, satisfying existing standards, and developing an
improved basis for standards in all energy production and use

. areas.

( Mid-Term Period (1986-2000)
Mid-term energy research and development prograrp

goa-ls aim at- providing alternative energy sources and
increased ability to sulystitute more plentiful fuels for scarcer
ones. Conservation and efficiency measeffe, conversibn of
coal to gas and oil, breeder reactors, anii certain solar and
geothermal sources are Prime elem s u mid-terrri
prog

Long-1 enn eri . 3eyond Year 200C' ,
Many r esr-- unanrcipated variable5 .-r course; will

become irm- the :ang4errn period 'nanges in the
organizatio: of :oc....ty,in.the patternsbi tr: :portation and
other ener, in the needs of induStr and in overall
economic patterns may occttr. The IL -2,-term goat of
the energy ar and development pr-r1r.rarn for Self-
sufficiency he production 61:.adequa .2 amounts of
environmer low-ccise fuels 7711111 relatively
inexh-au fib. me:tic sbvrces, Energyshou_.: be available in .

forins rest s t tc he energy needs of the ous sectorS of
the,econorily. .

In addition tc these technological objec.;:ves, the Prograni
sPecified certain supporting objectiVes:

_

Enhance, basic res'earch into energy systems and fue
sources.

Continue basic research into chemistry, physics, geology,
and biology to identify new potentials and provide the basis of
knowledge for solution of problems that experience show
.will, arise. '

Estabhsh the nature, emission patterns, distribution in the
environment, and ecological and medical effects of pollutants.

Provide rnproved ,Iyhses of knowledge for setting
environmenIta1 standards and minimizing environmental
impaets from energy technologies.

Develop detailed methods to-enhance environmental and
ecological iiitegrity. and overcome any necessary but
.undesirable impacts that have accumulated.

Create and sustain an adequate supply of scientifically and
technical1y4competent manpower to support the 'operation of
the energy system and the research and development
program.

,,
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Adequacy of the Current State of Basic RpSearch

PundaMental research of the pa provides a sUbstantial
foundation fcir planning and imPlementing the overall R&D program
in. energy. The results Of such researcl- =norpos-,r, have pro, ided the
basis for several energy-related tchnoi,..gies _fe now operaticina4
and constitute parts of the eiNant national e rzy system. Fissiorit',
energy technology d low-BTU gas convers ,.. techniques are, hut
two of- the many area's in Which basic researc has ha,d sUCh A role.
There are various other energy-related areas and technologies,which

/require little if any additional basic research. These include-surface and
uncle-ground mining of coal and shale; coal and shale processing and .

combustion; oil and gas recoVeryf advan(!ed air, and nuclear ships
tranF,ortatlon systems; and assessment of energy resources.

-.rorseVeral other areas, the science base is "moderately" adequate,
but .:urther basic research appears to be needed. These include oil-.
Shale mining' and . rectamation; coal liquefaction; SQ111? energy-
conversion techniques (e.g., high temperature turbines and use of
waste heat); and some transportation systerns g., rail):In the C4 of
coal liquefaction, for exainple, the development pf reliable techKlues
dependslipon vigorouS research in catalysis, organic chemistry, sulfur

-chemistry, chemical kinetics', therinodynarnics, and materials.

Significant advances in basic knowledge, hcr,vever, are required in
respect to certain energy technologies. Among these are the
distribution and storage of energy; rnagnetohydrodynamics;
geothermal energy; solar energy; and *fusion energyAIn regard tb the
latter, for example, fusion reactors depend on certainplasma behavior
under, conditions that have not yet been established inthelaboratory.

The National Energy R&D Program. Plan calls for substaniial
basic -research( in connection with each of the five major tasks cited'
above' The Program Goal cif the basic research effort is:

To explore basig phenomena,procesSes, and techniques in
those physical, chemical, biological, enVironmental, and social
sciences areas bearing on . energy 'and to ensure - the
development of Ilew basic knowledge in these areas.

Such research may often suggest new lines, of development not
contemplated a t,th irne the overall program was first defined. Thus,
if the technologies now sought should prove inadequate, the research
may lead to other approaches having a greater probability of success.
Basic researc, therefore, increases the chances that present, concepts
and approaches will, be developed successfully and, at the same time,
provides a ba-sis for new directiOns if needed.

The necessary basic research in energy-related areas, covers a
broad Spectrum of 'disciplines and subjects: materials res arch,



catalysis and chemical reaction netics, plasma research, chemLi: and
physical processes, biological 7 -r.)cesses, , physical enVironme:-,: and
ecology, and sOcial science rese,,:rch.

,

Materials ResearchThe inabigty to predict accprately th'e ly,.:Tavior

of materials in extreme environments, and to design !. suitable

materials, is one of thegreatest,technical obsycles to qevelofiine:,t and

thjproyement of energy Syst ms. There are Varidus recogniied gaps in

:`.fundamental understandin
t

n these areas. One of these/fbr examPle,
is reflected by the largely empirical apprOach which inuSt be tak-:=71noW. ..

, in the seareh for superconducting materials with higher, ....ritical

ternperatures or easier formabihtY. The steady advances Made in sOlid

.state theory and,in scientific inSt5umentatigin provide a firm basis for

efforts to narroW these gapS and obtain new matedals With properties
, 1.

required for energy-related, functions. Sc;rne examples of areas of

needed materialS research are: (1) strength of materials, including
embrittlemerit b9. hydrogen and radiation; (2) high. temperaturR
environMents, including the imPact of thermal shock, behavior of

sUrface interactionS, and microstructural changes; (3) radiation

effects; (4) electrical conductivitY, including suPerconductivity and

conduction at high temperatures', and (5) refractory alloys, including

.their ductility, fabricability, and plastic and elastic properties.

Catalysis and Chemical Reaction Kinetics-,LAdvances in these areas are

critical to several approaches for producing energy; in terms of fiael

production as well as the sequent processing 'of effluents. The use Of,
catalysts can raise chemical reaction rates by as much as a fattor of108,

nd may often reduce or eliminate undesirable waste ,by-products in

e process. Their use is expected to be significant in the processing of

c al, oil ,and shale, and gaseous fuel production: Although catalysts

have been used eXtensively, basic understanding is deficient in regard

to how-catalysts interact with reacting systems; this knowledge is

needed to deal with the de;ulfurization problems of coal and heavy
petroleum tars and crudes. Further knowledge of chemicAl readion .
kinetics of noneatalytic systems is impOrtant in conserving existing
fuels and in obtaining effiyient Uses of new ones. Some examples-of

important areas of study are:1(1) structures of surfaces',and absorbed

molecules; :(2) structure and immobilizattion of enzymes And soluble
homogeneouS catalyst molecule; and (3) mechAnismS of
homog'eneous reactions including reactive intermediates. .

. , ,

Plasnm ResearckThe behavior of plasma is not satisfactorily

, deseribed by the Methods used for studying solids, liquids, and gases.
Coniderable research, theoretical and experimental, must precede
the development of plasma systems for generating and transforming
energysystems such as fusion reactors, magnetohydrodynamic
-converters, thermionic cells, high temperature chemical processing,

kld gas lasers. The needed knowl4dge centers around how to keep the

'plasma where it is wanted, how to keep it clean, and how to keep it hot.



... Although much is knoWn about certain aspects of the phenomena
(. effects of magnetic field shape; plasma density, and impuritieQ,'little is known about other facetS' such as the effects of raPid

temperature changes as brought about by nuclear reactions, or the
laws of scaling to large plasma volumes. Sophisticated experiments
will be required in order to transform laboratory demorOtratiory into
operational systems of energy prdduction a9d conversion.

Chemical and Physical processesThe basic processes of fuel
preparation, combustion, and' -heat' transfer are incompletely
understood. Additional research is required if the efficienciesof these
processes are to be increased. The results of such research would apply
'to the energy production functions performed at central stations: the
.chemiCal separation of impurities from fuel, such as sulfur from oil and
'coal gases; combustipn of the fuel; and the transfer of the generated
heat to the primary working fluid. The processes requiring study lie in
the various disciplinary fields-okphysics, chemistry, and engineering,
examples of which are separation chemistry, electrochemistry, fluid
dynamics, energy transformation processes, heat and mass transport,

,

physics, nuclear properties and cross sections
thermodynamics and combustioo.

Biological ProcessesThe research required in this area centers
around (1)1 energy conversion by biological means (conversion of
cellulosic materials to fuels); (2) biologieal detoxification of effluents
from energy systems; and (3) the determination of biologeicaleffects of
toxic substances. Efforts in the first two of these can be expected to
add to the basic enerigy,supply.and increase the conversion and use
efficiency of various tnergy resources: Greatertknowledge in the last

earea is essential for prerenting hazardous healtlkiconditions and
prOtecting the biosphere from . toxic effluents of eneigy systems.
Possible applications of such research range from theVi6conversion of
animal and plant wastes to usable fuels to the development of data for'
establishing standards for toxic substances release rates.

,
Physical Environment and EcologyThe physical environment, while

providing energy resources, sites for energy system operations,and a
repository for energy effluentS must be protected froth assaults
against its own vitality. To aChieve this end, research is needed on (1)
means for safely transporting and disposing of thermal and material
loads; (2) ecological systems; (3) spatial and temporal distribution of
trace substances; and (4) surficial faulting and rupturef seismology,
and rock and soil mechanics. The knowledge acquired from such
research can provide an informed basis Jor -.environmental control
guidelines, standards, and, legislation concerning energy conversion
and use. '

Sol Science ResearchBoth basic and applied cesearch in the social
stienceS are required, primarily in the disciPlines of economics, social
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psychology, political_ science, demography; andmathematics rePated to
these disciplines: The objectives of such research include: (1) improVed
economic theory and models relating energy use to other national
parameters; (2) better knowledge of how life styles anclathe"quklity of
life'relate to national energy4oncy; (3) insights intp the factors
controlling population and economic growth; and (4) increased
Understanding of the NatiOn's international relationships and
obaigations in matters of energy.

As in .the case of the National Cancer Program, basic research is
required in a And& variety of scientific disciplines in order to meet the

. goals of the Energy Program. A part of The baSic research program, as
.noted in the National Energy- R&D, Program,'"is designed to find
answers to questions -noW visiblt;`..,,Another part is intended
insurance'against unknown futui-e barriers to development progress.
A very small kart...is to encourage Creativity and imagination along
lines not yet chartable in the long-term concerns for renewable
energy."

It is acticipated'that the Federal Program Of Energy R&D woUld
employ §ome 40,000 'scientists, engineers, and technicians when the
Program becomes fully operational. In 1973 about,50 percent of tht
number were employed in federgily ,supported energy R&D. The
Energy Program ' Plan notes that: "While the potential for

- redistribution of technical manpower is high, reorientation or
retrainink will be necessary, and major growth in the longer term
mUst be ensured." Toward this end, t he, Prograrn provides for
manpower develoPment. The first targets are (1) the expansion of
educational .faculty to train manpower for R&D in energy, and (2) the
ekhancement of the effectivenes-s' of managerial persOnnel in
&atirnment and industry for planning and implernenting R&D
projects. Subsequently, efforts will be directed to enlarging the base of
energy-trained manpower through the support of St&dents
expanding institutional capabilities to retrain and redirect technical'
manpower at all levels.

.Manpower requirements in the private sector are subStantially
greater than those of the Federal Government. A "maximum effort"
by, industry to develop d&nestic fuel sources over the next decade is

.estimated to require 230,000 scientists and engineers .by .1980 ,and
308,000 by 1985, cornPared with the employment of 141,000 i970.3-
(These, estimates may be cOnSetVative in that;they.do not inclUde the

.
,

I VI? Demand for Scientificfpnd Technical Manpower bi Selected Energy-Related Industries, 7 ¶7O .-

85; A Methodology Applied to a Selected Scenario of Energy OUtput. A Summary. NatIonal Planning

Association, September 1974.
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demand for scientists and engineers by industries supplying the
energy sector.)

The demand for scientists in programs funded by the private
sector is expected to increase to 61,000 in 1980 and to ,83,000 in 1985,
1.10 frpm 40,000 in 1970. The largest inCreases between 1970-85 areiI fot physicists .(from 8,000 in 1970 to 22,806 in 1985),
chemits (from 13,200 to 27,800), and mathematicians (from 7,500 to
13,900). The ": .,.larget numbers of phOicists and chemists [and
mathematicians] will be required in the productkm of energy because
of the increase in nuclear power plants;. .

The requirement for engineers i, expected to rise to 169,000 in
1980 and to 225,00D in 1985, as compared With 101,000 in 1970.
Among engineers, the largest demand in 1985 is expected tp be'for
electrical engineers (65,560 versus 25,000 in 1970), chemical engineers
(51,500 versus 33,600), and mechanical (30,500 versus 8,000). These

. increase". . .refleckhanges in the ehergy production technologies in
'general and the rapidincrease in the.nuclear power generating units in
particular:1'4

The future supply of scientists and engineers may be inadequate
to meet the demands associated with increasing domestic energy
production. However, the "supply situation will become considerably
worse beyOnd the mid 1970's if current trends continue toward an
overall decrease in the nuniber Of grScluating physical scientists and
engineers." "This alre'ady bleak future supPlyklernand relationship
for the scientists and engineers. . .is further complicated by the fact -
that, in mbst cases, experienced scientists and 'engineers andlor those
With skills beyond:the baChelor's degree are needed."4

V The-Demand .tr. Seientific and Te.-finieal klanymaer inSelected EnergY-Relnled Inditsfri;s; 1970-
85: A Mt,thodoltigy. 40.64 to, a Selected.,Scendrio of En:ergy.butOat. A Summary, National,Planning
AssOCiition, Septonber 1974.



Challenges of -Today and Tomorrow

. This report reviews the challenges which have always confkinted
unknoWn; threats from nature, and social conflictand

notes some of the ways in Which 'science has helped to meet them. _

Principal attention, however, is focused on the new challenge posed by ,

rhan's increasing power to shape the futiire, to modify, intentionallY
and unintentionally, the basic conditions of life.

Various facets of this challenge are disCussed:POpulation
growth; focid supply, energy demand, mineral resoOrces, weather and
iclimate modification and ,enVircinmental alterationand major
directions of scientific research needed to meet these problerris are
SUgg.ested. And finally, the adequacy of present sclentific knowledge

'for coping with the many problems is tested'dgainst the needs in two
specific. areascancer sand.:.energy

The problems, old and .neW, Constitute liormidable challenge, to"..
,thi Nation and tgfr:ti.:i,epiyorld. Many' of, the oroblerns are likely t-).

come orh greater -arc:eatn the years ahead; possibly resulting in
Oprilesfic: urmoil an&international strife.

'The several problems cogxist arid; ;4re global ,ip scOpe and
impliation. They are also closely coupled--changes in One mcidifying
pthers; Because of thesejnA,rconnectigns, it iS difficult tO attack the

yrObleMs ngly,,and tceeluOciff.their global natirre, the efforts of one
ntrY_a ting,al'onerather than in concert with other nationsmay

ctive in alleviating them,

,The scOpe add depth of the problems, their coincidence and rapid
growth, .all unders'cory the 9enSe of urgency with which, these
chSlIengeS must be confronted.

,



Role of Science and Technology

Science and technology, by themselves, cannot solve any of these

complex probleins. As part; of a broader commitment and larger

strategy, however; science and technOlogy can play a pivotal role in

helping to alleviate many of them. But these contributions will be

neither immediate nor costless.

The principal role Of science and technology is to provide more and .

* better options than are viciw 'available far meeting the problems.

Scieritit can supply the basic knoWledge required for 'understanding
tfle angins and dynamics of the problems ,. for measuring their'

magnitudes and directions,' arid, for devising and assessing possible

approaches for coping with them. And technolOgy, drawing upon

scientific knowledge, can 'provide many of the practical tools and

techniques for attacking the problem's.

Together, science and technblogy prOvide the means for:

Understandfog .and meosuring ,hurnan needs for energy;
determining their trends and trade-Offs; develOping policies

and technologies for efficient energy use; .assessing the

a,ailability and imPlications of the use,of potentill sources of

energy; and,developing new energy sources.

'Comprehending the dynamics and trends ,of population
growth and developing alternate means "of contra.

Understanding disposes for the purposes of preventing them
and del;elciping improved Methods 'of treatment and ,more

effective and efficient delivery of health services:

Investigating nattiral and synthetic foods and materials, their
development and use, :their disposal or recycling, their
efficient use or substitution, and their' interaction with

human lifestyilit and their change.

Improving the understanding of interpersonal, institutional,

.and 'ocial problems; and developing and gauging the success
of' alternate approaches for alleviating them.

_
.

Adequacy of Present ;Knowledge

Scientific knowledge at present *is' sufficitnt to sustain major

rekarch and development efforts irit. all the di-rections just cited:

Present understanding is adequate to help identify some of the Major-

dimensions of the problems' diScUssed in the report, AO give general

guidance for formulatipg plans of applied research and development to

attack ,them, and to offer, sorne.. potentialalthough often

limitedoptions for reSpanding to the CVallenges.



But significant advances in knowledge are, needed in ordpr, to
understand thee, and other problems more thoroughly, and to
develop alternate strategies and technologies of assured effectiveness.
Major edvances in virtually all the basic and applied sciences are
required for this purpose, as indicated in earlier chapters of this report.

In addition, knowledge from the diverse scientific disciplines and
applied sciences needs to be synthesized and focused on the complex of

, problems discussed earlier. Such integration could sharpen the
understanding of the interactions among the problems, help to
identifj, knowledge gaps and priorities for filling them, and suggest
directions for attacking the problems which would neither aggravate
related problem; nor create serious new ones.

The Nation's Research Effort

The important role of science and technology in meeting the many
challen'ges prompts the question:. Is the Nation's effort in research
commensurate with the magnitude and nature of the challenges?

The current reseArch effort:we believe, is inadequate to prepare
the Nation for the challenge's wliich are now emerging and which are
likely to face it ip the future. .This conclusion is based upon
consideration of these challenges in relation.9hip to recent trends in the r-

level and direction of basic and applied research, as shown by the
following indicators.

1 National expenditures (Federal and private) for basic research
fose bY 13 percent ip current dMlars over the 1970-74 period;
but declined by 10 percent in Constant dollars. I OVer the same
peridd, odtlays for basic research by the Federal Governmeni

,(the prime source of such funds) increased by '6 percent in
current dollars, but decreased by 15 percent in constant
dollars.2

'National eXpenditures (Federal and private) for a' pplied
research increased in current dollars by 21 percent between
197:0-74, but declined in constant dollars by 3 percent..Federal
expeditures during this period rose by 15 percent in current
dollars, but fell by Erpercent in constant dollars.2

Obligations by the Federal Government for liasic research ,in
areas other than defense and spacesuch as health,

Co taht dólldrs, by accounting for thcoeffects of inflation, reflect the actual level
of research .acti4ity more aCcurately than ctirrent dollars.

2 Natidndl Pytterns-f.R&D Resourres, National Science Foundation, 0.S. Government
Printing OffiCe,. Washington, D.C., 1975 (in press).



environment, and nattfral resourcesgreW by 36 percent in
currelit dollars (11 percent in constant dollars) between fiscal

years 1970-74. Obligations for, apPlied research in these
"ciiiilian",a,reas increased by 64 Orcent ita current dollars (34
percent in constant dollars) Over the period, while:outlaY-s forg
development rose by 72 percent in curiett dollars (40 bercent

in constant dollars).3
,

Federal obligations for basic research in the defense and space
areasincreased by 3 percent and 14 percent, respectively, in
current dolla r; between fiscal years 1970-74, while declining
by 14 percent art'd 7 percent, respectively, in constant dollars:
Outlays for applied research in defensv-related areas rose by
16 percenein,current dollars over the period, but declined by 5
percent jn constant dollars. Obligations for applied research
in the space area decreased by 40 percent in Current dollatis
and 51 perc,ent in constant dollars.3 4

. Federal obligatiozs for ';untargeted" basic research,re-
/search that is not linked with a specific problrm areagrew
by 20 percent in current dollars between fiscal years 1970-74,
whiLe declining by 2 percent in constant dollars. Obligations
in this drea, which are aimed at Strengthening the general
base.of scientific knowledge, dropped from 13 percent to ro
percent of total Federal obligations for civilian R&D.3

These data indicate the complexity of recent shifts in the level and

tli ction of the Nation's research effort: Certain trends`, how-ever
.em ge clearly.

The level of bask research activity in the Nation declined'
significantly between 1970774, as Measured in constant
dollars.'

National expenditures for applied researcl. decreased also,
but to a lesser extent than for basic research.

Federal Obligations for: both basic ,arld appLied 'research
expanded in civilian areas as a whole, increasing at an annual

te of about 3 percent in constant dollars betWeen 1970-74..

Special analysis .prepared from Ari 'Analysis of Feiferal R&D FuOing hy Fioction.

National Science -Foundation, NSF 74-313, U:S. Government Printirig Office, ",

YVashingtOn, D.C.,. 1974,,
4 The general: 'purpose research condUcted as part of '.the ovelLall R&D effo'rts in .

glOense and space Contributed in significan t Wajis to scientific knowledge anti'
teChnolwical capabilitY relvant to "civilian" areas, as illustrated in earlier chapters of

this report. To that extent, cutbacks in defense and space research represent a reductiOn

in efforts applicable toti some of tile problems now facing the Nation.



Ttlese increases irgederal obligations forTesearch in civilfan
areas were concentrated i rv selected fields: The field of health
accounted for 53 percent of the totUl growth between 1970-
74, the environMent for'25, percent, natural resoUrces for 9

. percent, and energY for 8 percent.

Fe al obligations for "untargeted" b4sic research declined ,
slight y between '1970-74 in constant dollars, while
decreasing Substantially as a fraction of tolal Federal
obligatiOns for civilian R&D.

Earlier chapters indicafe that pregent and developing problems of
a civihan chararter require for their alleviation a broader base of
knowledge than.is now availabre; that much research is needed to fill
this gap; and judging from past experience, that scientific knowledge
arid research 'capabilities Will be needed tomorrow for problem's that
cannot be formulated clearly todhy.

4:.



' Application of the Nation's Research Capability
to Civilian Problems

The Nation's capabilities in science .and technology should be
brought more fully to bear on the full range of civilian problems of the
kirid.'discuSsed n this report: poPulation, health, food, energy,
'minerals, weather and climate, and the environinent.

These capabilities; in" addition; should be directed to.deepening
and expanding general scientific tmowledge through -"untargeted",
basic research, so that the Nation will be better prepared to meet tI4
unfOreseen chllenges which assuredly will arise in the future:

. We believe that the science and technology enterprise has the
capability to increase its research efforts effectively in both directions.
We beheve; further, that the Nation's reSearciteffort, in both its basiC
and applied aspects, should be expanded. The extent of the expanlion
should be. sufficient to.reverse recentdeclines in the e,verall level of .-
effort and prOvidefor growth in the years ahead, so t at e Na on
can obtain the-unique benefits available from a vigo s researc
endeavor.

1,

"The success of this effort reiTbires the participation 6f the
Nation's entire science and technology ehterprise-,the Federal
Governthent, private industry: and the'rifies

ROle of the Federal GOvernnient

In the last fe* years the Federal' Government has increased its c.
expenditures for research in civilia6 areas such health, energy, and
the environment. ,ThiS has been accomplished under- the difficult
condition of a declining total Federal budget for R&D, in terms Of
constant dollars.



NthOugh the growth of civilian reseaech ;funding has been
sUbstantial, .further ekpansiQn of this coMponent -of the Federal
budget appearOo be needednow and'for some time into the future. .

This applies particularly,to civilian 'problem areas fOr WhiCh existing
'.market,mechanisms awl incentives for research do not exisinr are:tdO
weak to elicit the neceStary %,,ktion fforn the private seCtor.

. The Federal Government, in addition', should continde to assume
Major: responsibility for support Of "untargeted" basic research,
because of the broad ari'd multipurpose uses of,the resultS, and becaus'e
investment by the private sector is limited by the inability to captuee,
the full-returns:frorn such. research.

Role of Ptivate Industiry

Only: a fraction Of the intrease in riationalressearch expenditures --

needs to come, or should come, from Ithe Federal budget. Priliate
inchistry shoul&provide a significant part of the overall funding.
Greater inVestment in research by the private sector could be fostered
through government policies, regulations, and incentives that create a

f raVorable climate-for innovation and investment.

It is :believed that the expanded effort by industry should
emPhasize, the develOpment of. new ,and improved products and
services and the enhancement .of: produCtivity. These actions,
combined with enlaeged prOduction capacitY in some indts,trifs, Could
help measurably in controlling inflation and strengthening, the.
Nation's position in international trade.

t

Role of the .university

The pripcipal role for the universities .is in the area of bask

research. These institutions should continue to , have prime
responsibility for conducting basic research, by virtue of their unique
capabilities and traditions in, thiS area.

f

A part of the aggregate R8A) activity of the Nation must be
reserved for long-term basic research that is not tied specifically to
present problerns. Basic research, by expanding scientific knoWledge,

provides optional responses to unforeseen challenges that Will arise in,

the ' f ti.ifi?Err Such research, in addition, supplies indispensable
knoWledge for intelligent and efficient planning and direction Of the

rest of the R&D effort. In this regard, the results ftom basic research
constitute the infrastructure on which the whole system of innovation
and rational managernent of technology is based.
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